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transport cruising a t  Mach 2.7. Preliminary studies were made to insure compliance of 
the configuration with general design criteria. integrate the propulsion system with the 
airframe, select structural concepts and rnlterials, and define an  efficient structural 
arrangement. An advanced computerized structural design system was used. in 
/ conjunction with a relatively large. complrx finite element model, for detailed analysis 
and sizing of structural members to satisfv strength and flutter criteria. A baseline 
I aircraft design was devcloped for assessmclnt of current technology and for use in future 
i studies of aerostructural trades. and ~?plicat ion of advanced technology. Criteria, I analysis methods. and results a re  presented. An appraisal of the effect of the uscA of the I computerized structural design system on design methods and recommendations concerning further development of design tools, development of matt rials and structural 1 concepts. and research on basic techn.llngy are  also presented. 
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SECTION 1 
CONFIGURATION DEVELOPMENT 
INTRODUCTION 
The airplane configuration on which the structural analyses mere conducted is a n  arrow 
wing concept most representative of a 1975 technology level. The NASA request for 
proposal I RFP) configuration, figure 1 - 1 designated as mcdel 969-5 10 has  been revitwed 
and modified to ensure that  it incorporated the latest technology and s:atisfied basic 
flight requirements. 
The ~"nfiguration requirements were for a cruise Mach number of 2.7 with a maximum 
taxi gross weight (31TU') 340,194 kilograms (750.000 Ib). a payload of 22.222 kilogranls 
(49.000 lbr which represents 234 passengers in  tourist accommodations. The range 
objective was set a t  7778 kilometers (4200 N.Mi.l assuming a maximum landing weight 
of 190.309 kilograms (420.000 lbr. The achievemmt of the above landing weight must 
finally depend upon the operatiilg empty w r ~ g h t  of the configuration and the rescarve 
fuel requirements. The airplane center of gravity limits must be consistent with the 
stability and control criteria and the  configuration was balanced to keep tht. operational 
center of gravity within the allowable limits. The propulsion definition was established 
by the  contractor and was a composite selection of enginah characteristics to account for 
a n  advanced technology cngine cycle to be defined by the tbngine manufacturers during 
the NASA AST Engine Cycle Studies. The propulsion pods were sized to house the 
engine using the  NASA Ames translat ing center body type intake. Nonoptimum 
features of the RFP configuration wert2 altered so that  they complit~d ~ i t h  the above 
requirenrents. Two alternate configurations using the modififad RFP planform were 
drawn and evaluated. These wcrtA designated 969-512 and 969-513 and were chosrn to 
allow for a comparison of the ~rnpact  of engine location on the arro* wing planform. The 
969-512 featured an  outboard cngine location rtbtain~ng: the lift advantage of the large 
inboard flap. The 969-513 featured an inboard I r ~ a t i o n  of the engines m h ~ r h  reducchd the 
impact on the control svstcm requirements to handle outboard cngint. failurchs. Thca 
969-515 configuration with the pods located inboard was ht>avler. Ivading to thtb 
selection 969-.512 with the tbnglntbs located outboard on th r  wing t r a i l ~ n g  ~ d g r  s i m ~ l a r  
to the  NASA RFP configuration. Thtb chordwise location, divert t~r  htn~ght. ~ n t a k c  and 
nozzle inclination of the engine nacelltbs were selected ttr minimizcb drag and vnhanrth 
the inlet pt8rformanc.e. The 969-512 configuration was cycled once again to 1nc.orporatt1 
an increase in maximum flap anal(. and was dcbsignatcbd thv !469-513R 
Several altvrnatt* engine locations wcbrt> idcntificd on th r  969-512B for thc purposo of 
estimating structural snd pc.rformance scnsi t iv~ty Subst~qucnt 1 0  t h ~  configurat~on 
selection the fuel tank arrangwncnt was 1dr1ntifit.d. The arrangc.mc8nt was sc*l~~tthd to 
accommodatt~ thcl fuel managcrncnt scheme. as  wt.11 a s  to rnin~m~zc.  thv thvrmal 
management rcc~ulrtsrnc*nts 
REVIEW OF NASA "REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL" 
(RFP) CONFIGURATION (MODEL 969-5101 
The configuration defined by the NASA for use in conducting the structural analysis 
under NASA Contract NAS1-12287 is des~gna t rd  Model 969-510 by the contractor and 
is shown in figure 1-1. This configuration is similar to thta hltdel 969-336t' discussed in 
reference 1-1. except for modifications to the. wing leading edg:. swchep angltb to provide 
additional wing chord and box depth on the outboard wing. and a n  outward shift of the 
engines to provide for a larger inboard flap to improve low specad lift. In addition to the 
above changes. the canard and "dema 1 l e ~ d i n g  edge flap" systems were removed. 
The 969-510 configuration has been reviewed for completenrss of definition and for 
features which could be altered to improve its flight charactt*ristics or pt.rfarmance. 
Modification to the 969-510 configuration resultinq frc,m this rtwicw consisted of the 
following: 
1. A reduction in wing tip leading edge sweep angle from 1 .I27 radians (64.6 degrees) 
to 1.047 radians (60.0 degrees,. Thls provides a n  lncrthase In the wing tip lift 
capability and improves the pitching momcant characteristics of the arrow wing. 
2. The planform of the horizontal stabilizer was changed to improve its effectivity and 
the area increased to satisfy nose down control (stall  rt~covery) criteria (see 
lateral-directional stability and control criteria discussed later on in section 1 b. 
3. The all movable vertical tail was changed to a fixed vertical with segmented 
rudder due to the increase in lateral-directional control requirements necessary to 
satisfy engine-failure control criteria (see longitudinal stability and contrc -itt.ria 
discussed later on in section 1 1. 
4 .  The airplane zero fuel weight center of gravity was rt .pos~t~oncd w i t h ~ n  acctaptable 
limits by shifting the body on the wing. 
5. The wing thickness was increased over tht. whcrl well artba to accommodate the 
landing gear without requiring an out-of-contour f a ~ r ~ n g  on thv upptbr surfarc-. 
6. A nose down twist of .Oxti r a d ~ a n  (1 .5  d e g r c ~ s ~  was addrd to the wing t ~ p  to
optimize the trim drag a t  cruise. 
7. An englnt. rt>prc*st.ntat~ve of a second grneratitrn supcbrsonic propulsion system was 
dtafinvd by combining the pt-rf~~rmanctb charactc*r~st~cs of a (;Ed .JGG w ~ t h  the. 
geometry of . I  GE4 d6H2 sized for 287 kg s (633 lb sc;.c) a~rf low and the weight 
based on a scalvd CE2I d2BI cstbcl wclghts d~scusscd 1att.r on In stbct~on 1 ) .  
8. The fuel tank arrangement was altc.rt*d to Iorattb fuc.1 In thr. aft body and In the 
dtwpvr wlng st>ctlons to allt.v~atcb thra fuc.1 h ~ a a t ~ n g  d u r ~ n g  supi8rsonlc. crulstb 
A1 TERNATE CONFIGURATIONS (MODELS 969-512 & 513) 
TW~J configurations incorporating the aforementioned modifications are  the basis for 
studies of the impact of engine location on airplane weight and performanctb. One 
cv~figurat ion shown in figure 1-2. designated 969-512. has  the engines located on the 
t r i  iling edge a t  32 and 55 percent span, ident~cal  to the 969-510 configuration in the 
2.-'P. The second configuration shown in figure 1-3, designated 969-513, has the engines 
Ilcated inboard a t  11.6 and 38 percent span. Both configurations are  drawn with the 
..Arne engine definition and the same maximum taxi gross weight. Takeoft' field Itbngth 
tbjectives of 3780 meters (12.400 f t )  and flight control criteria wtArtx also satisfied by 
each of the above configurations. 
ENGINE SELECTION 
'I e engine defined for the above configurations represents an  advanct~d tthchnology 
e gine and is designated ATAT-1 It  was originally antiripattad that  engine data 
s ~ p p l i e d  by NASA would be used for this contract: howevrr. these data were not 
a\.oilable and it was deemed desirable to proceed with a specific engine a s  requested by 
the contractor in reference 1-2. This engine is the same engine selthcttld for the final 
A).'I'Task 111 study {Contract NASI-11938) and is described btxlow. 
ENGINE DEFINITION 
Figure 1-4 shows the overall pod geometry of the ATAT-I. and the source or basis for 
geometry. weight, performance and noise. 
Basically. tho synthesis consisted of building r)n the CE.3 d6G afterburning turbojcbt. by 
mociiiying its p~ .tnrtrv, weight, performance and noisc!. bastld on data for niortJ 
advanced tect . ,logy designs. For exan~pl t~ .  when a n  annular.  plug-type, nozzlt. is 
subsitituted for thch original two-stage ejchctor nozzlt,. the assurntd wtbight. gt.onlt~try. 
afterburning temperature limit. and supprrssor charactt~ristics wem all consistcbnt with 
the new nozzle design. 
GEOMETRY 
The ( re~~metry  is hdstbd on tht. CE4 J6H2 t>ngine. modified for the. add~t lon  of an 
afterburner. and tl,e contractor's N-5 axisymmrtric intake.. Thtb dtiti2 tbnginch and nozzlrt 
geomet.ry is \. i I  dcfincd. and rc.prest*ntativc of an  advanrthd tc~hnologv dtbsign. Aftcbr 
scctling to ... sc%li*cttd stztB. tht. tailpipt* Icngth and diamt1tc.r art1 tncrt.ascd to rcbflcct tht. 
additio of an afterburnthr. A 035 radian 1 2  dt~grt~casb end In tht. intakt.. and a 070 
r a t l i ~  . 14 dt.grec.s~ bcwd in the tcailp~ptl upstrtBam of thtl aft~rburntbr flamtb ho1dt.r arcL 
inr :pnratcd to rc*flt.c.t tht. lntrgration rt~c#uirc~mt~nts c ~ f  thtb pod and wing I t  IS fthlt that 
.is ge8)n;etry is rt.prt~st~ntativt~ of thv advanctbd tc*chnolog,v clnglncb suitahlt~ for it stbc.c~nd 
general ion supcBrso?llc transport 
WEIGHT 
The  engine weight is based on t h e  CE21iJ2Bl .  scaled to  287 kgls (633 Ibsisec) airflow. 
This  engine incorporates t h e  same type of nozzle1reverser:suppressor a s  t h e  J 6 H 2 ,  which 
was  used as t h e  geometry base, a n d  many of t h e  engine design features.  However, t h e  
J2B1 i s  significantly l ighter t h a n  t h e  J 6 C ,  d u e  in par t  to t h e  bypass fea tu re  a n d  in  par t  
to assumed tecL.nology advancements. T h e  preliminary weight es t imate  for t h e  J2B1 
incorporates a n  estimated allowance for installation factors. 
The  in take  weight is based on t h e  Contractor's N-5 design, with the  weight reduced to  
reflect t h e  deletion of t h e  throat doors. Thest. dcwrs had been incorporattad for flow 
matching in  transonic flight with t h e  GE4,JFiP a n d  J 6 G  engines.  It is assumed t h a t  a 
new technology engine incorporating a n  integrated in1t.t engine control system can be 
flow-rnatchtbd without the  doors, while maintaining t h e  assunled .J6G performance. 
T h e  total  installed engine pod weight i s  shown in figure 1-5 along with previous 
installations for reference. T h e  CE4gJ5P (1969,  engine was used in  t h e  original 
definition of t h e  969-336C airplane. Subsequent to t h a t  definition. t h e  engine. in take 
a n d  installation weights were revised upward to t h e  lt*vels shown for t h c  .J5P (1970).  
T h e  AST Task Il l  (Contract NASl-11938, a i rplane update was bawd on tht* GK4 J 6 H 2  
large dry turbojtht. The  weight Increase from t h e  .J.iP (19701 to tht. .ItiH2 1ndlcatc.s the  
weight penalty associated with tha t  approach to mtaeting the  FAR-36 sldtblint. noise 
requirement.  Figure  1-5 shows the  ATAT-I engine installation weights approximately 
3400 k g  (7500 Ib) less than  t h e  .J6H2 pod; a n d  about 410 kg (900  Ib, mortb t h a n  t h e  
original J5P 1 19691 pod. 
PERFORMANCE 
The  performance of the  ATAT-I i s  based on t h e  GE4 .J6G vngine. for w h ~ c h  computer 
tapes a r e  available. Thr GE4,.JdG is t h e  most advanced afterburning turbojct defined in  
t h e  course of the  U.S. National SST Program. In overall performance. l t  compart.s qu i te  
favorably with t h e  advanced technology cyc1c.s provided to AST Contractors by t h e  
engine manufacturers during 1973. 
'f)..~ installed performance was generatc.d using a Boeing computer program called 
"Instep". which accounts for a l l  in take  d rag  and recovery losses. EX'S a n d  secondary a i r  
system losses. bleed and powcbr c~xtraction losses associatc3d with thc* pod 
In o rder  to btb consis tent  wi th  t h e  asaumrd  weight .  t h e  maximum afttbrburnrar 
t e m w r a t u r ~  had to be limited to a value ccinsistent wlth t h r  annula r  nozzlcb of thc- .J'LRl. 
Th is  temperature  l imit of 1644 K (2960" R) was rigidly a d h t w d  to in drf ining takeoff 
performance and noise. For supc?rsc~nic limb, a power sc - t t~ng  was usvd conslstc*nt with 
th i s  l imit.  
Figurcs 1-6 and 1-7 show t h e  i*.stallcd supersonic cruiscb, subsonlc crulsth. and c l ~ m b  
pt*rformancr of thv csngine. Also shown 1s thv comparahlt. pc.rftrrn ; I ~ ( . I .  of thr. GE21 .J2B1 
and thc  P&WA-5B aftcbrburning turbojcbts at  thc. samtb df . s~gn  a ~ r t l o w  slzt. Thv da ta  for 
t h c  la t ter  two rng1nt.s a r c  from tho prcblirn~nary cyrlt. ana1ysc.s r ~ ~ n d u r t c d  d u r ~ n g  thv 
AST Engine  Cycle S tudy  T a s k  I ( C o n t r a c t  NAS1-119381. F igure  1-6 shows  t h e  
"advanced technology" cycles have  poorer supersonic cruise  performance t h a n  the  
ATAT-1 tJGC). It  is assumed t h a t  cycle matching refinements would bring thth advanced 
cycles to a performance level equivalent to thc  J6G. Figure  1-6 also shows the advanced 
cycles a r e  slightly bet ter  t h a n  t h c  ATAT-I a t  a typical subsonic cruistb cond~t ion .  thus  
partially offsetting the supersonic deficiencies. Figure 1-7 shows t h a t  thtl advanced cycle 
da ta  generally brackets the  ATAT-1 a t  climb conditions, when each engint. is opcbrated 
a t  a 1644 K 12960" R I  augmentor trrnpcBrature. I t  should be noted tha t .  the P&WA-5B 
engine d a t a  docas not include boattail  d rag  i n  this  instance. An accurate  comparison 
would show less sprtaad between tnnglnes, particularly a t  t h e  lowvr Mach nun1bt.r~. 
On the  basis of thew comparisons. i t  i s  felt t h a t  t h e  ovcbrall ATAT-1 ptbrformancr. based 
on t h e  J6G.  is rthprt.sentativt. of a n  advanced tt~chnnlogy supt~rsonic rnglnt.. 
ENGINE SIZE 
To minimize pod weight .  t h e  eng ine  is operated a t  t h e  ,naxlrnum a f t t ~ r b u r n i n g  
temperature  of 1644 K t 2960" R) a t  takeoff. At  this  powcar scatting, a n  engine size of 
287 kg:s (633 Ib sec)  is required to meet the  takeoff balanced fitlld length critrrion of 
3780 meters (12.400 f t )  on a s tandard + 15 ti dav a t  sea Icvcl. ( 'o~ncidtmtally. th is  is  thc  
design size of t h t ~  d6G and .J5P cnglnths. and is a good slze match f l ~ r  the  airplant. 
NOISE AND SUPPRESSION 
The  ATAT-I noist~ levc.ls a r e  bast.d on t h c  .J6C engine. for which computcr tapc3s and 
da ta  were availablt.. 'l'hth spoke suppressor noise rt.ductions. adjustc~d for ttbmpcraturt. 
effects, arc2 based nn tht- J 6 H 2  supprtbssor characteristics. This  supprcbssor was sclectt%d 
d u e  to  t iming and wt-ight ronstra lnts  and  may not be optimum for a n  augmt~ntcbd 
engine. At  liftoff s p e d  and takcboff powtbr. t h e  ratio of suppression to t t irust  loss is 
approximately "1  for 1"; l.tb.. thc  4 EPNdb supprt.ssion ribsults In 4'; gross thrust  loss. 
Thrus t  and roollng losstls associated w ~ t h  the  supprchssor wcrcl assurnt~d to bt. trdtacluatt.1~ 
accounted for in t h e  d6C low spc.t.d pc.rformanct> d a t a .  iYht.rras a t y p ~ r a l  thrust 
coefficient for thc  annula r  nozzlr with spokt. supprt'ssor dt*plovt*d ~ o u l d  ht. 0 !1:3 a t  thtb 
takeoff power st.tting ustsd on ATA'T-I, thc  comparablrh valut* usvd In tht. .16(; da ta  was 
about 0.88. 'rhc 5': d~fft.rence was assumt~d  to bc used up In providing supprcbssor 
cooling a i r  tha t  would be requ1rt.d for maximum A B optJratlon. .ltbt supprtBssor r t~s t~arch  
h a s  shown promising scht~niths for irpt~rating a1r c o o l ~ d  s p o k ~ s  In a scbvtartb aftt,rburninp; 
environrnthnt 
A t  cut-back powcnr conditions 0vc.r the  communltv and  on l a n d ~ n g  approach.  thth 
suppressor 1s stowt*d. t h t  ~ n l t > t  is choked.  lid tht. aft  an.  turbo-machlnchry nolscb 1s thtb 
principle nolsta sourccb. Thc  .16G 1s again thv basis for nois,. t a s t~mat t . s  at  tht.sc. 
conditions. inrludlng thtb tu rbo-mach~nc~ry  noise. supprcassion trcL;~tmc~rit c.fft.ct assumi.d 
for tha t  vnginr.  
('hokcd-inlvt rtbcovcory u.;c,d a t  cut-back p o ~ l - r .  i ~ n d  ~ t s  supprcbsslon i.ffc~.t lvtbnibss is t.aki.n 
from Natioiiitl SS'I' I'rogranl rc*sults For t h ~ s  t i ~ d y .  ~t IS assumed that no c,l)c~rationaI 
restrictions would be applied, i.e., choking could be used a t  the required power setting. 
without regard to possible distortion limitations being exceeded. 
ENGINE INTEGRATION 
DISTANCE AND ALIGNMENT OF ENGINE BELOW WING SURFACE 
Intake Diverter Height 
To minimize drag, intake diverter heights should be a s  small a s  possible while 
preventing ingestion of the wing boundary layer into the intake. Unpublished Langley 
wind tunnel data show that  boundary layer thicknesses. determined by test, are 
somewhat thicker than simple theory predicts. The thickness increase varies from 20% 
thicker for inboard locations to 40% for middle and outboard locations. Thus, the 
diverter height necessary to assure no boundary layer ingestion a t  cruise conditions 
may be based on the theoretical boundary layer thickness for the specific intake 
location multiplied by the 1.2 or 1.4 factors this NASA data. Theoretical calculations 
show that, a t  Reynolds numbers typical of end-of-cruise conditions, the tht.,retical 
boundary layer thickness is .012 times the boundary layer development distance. 
Boundary layer development distance a t  supersonic cruise is assumed to be the distance 
from the intake lip to the wing leading edge along a captured streamline flow path. 
On the basis of this analysis the diverter heights for the 969-512 are: inboard intake 
-447 m (17.6 in) and outboard intake .I98 m (7.8 in); and for the 969-513 are: inboard 
intake .544 m (21 in) and, outboard intake .333 m (13.1 in). The large diverter heights 
on the inboard intake require either extremely deep gullies in the upper surface of the 
wing to allow proper aft nacelle fairing and reverser exhaust over the wing, a change in 
wing undersurface reflex, or the use of pod struts. 
Also, the unpublished Langley data shows that for intakes located close inboard very 
large increases in boundary layer thickness will result a t  moderate angles of sideslip. 
The boundary layer thickness a t  the inboard intake of configuration 969-513 will 
increase to about .889m ($5  in) a t  .017 radian ( 1  degree) to ,035 radian (2degrees) 
sideslip angle during Mach 2.7 flight. This can result in compressor stall and intake 
unstart. A possible solution to avoid intake unstart and compressor stall during this 
transient condition is to develop very high response intake.'engine controls with an 
integrated engine-intake control system to increase the compressor stail margin. The 
outboard intake of 969-513, and both intakes of 969-512 will be free from excessive 
boundary layer thicknesses during sideslip conditions. 
Intake and Engine Alignment 
A linearized supersonic flow field analysis has been used on ear1ic.r SST configurations 
to determine the local flow direction to align the intakc at  supersonic cruise. In the 
abscnce of such analysis for the current configurations, the sidewash al~gnmtant angles 
in the plan view are estimated from these previous analyscbs. Propulsron pod alignment 
angles in the plan view are dependent upon the distance from the airplant* ctwterline. 
Relative to the airplane centerline the pod alignment angles for the 969-512 are: 
inboard pod .023 radian (1.3 degrees) and outboard pod .040 radian (2.3 degrees); and 
for the 969-513 are: inboard pod .007 radian (0.4 degrees), and outboard pod .028 radian 
(1.6 degrees). The intake alignment angle in the side view is assumed to be equal to the 
wing surface angle a t  a point just ahead of the intake lip. This point is located by 
projecting a ray forward from t,he center of the intake at the lip station, a t  an  angle 
equal to the Mach angle untll ~t intersects the wing surface. This angle is .384 radian 
(22 degrees) for Mach 2.7. 
SEPARATION AND STAGGER OF ADJACENT ENGINE NACELLES 
The intakes must be separated sufficiently to preclude mutual upstarts. Testing done 
during the National SST Program shows this i s  possible if the ratio of spacing between 
intake centerlines at the lip station is = 2.84 times the intake diameter and the intakes 
are  within one-fourth of a n  intake diameter of being coplanar. 
JET FLOW IMPINGEMENT 
The most serious jet flow impingement problem is associated with the inboard engine 
and the horizontal tail a t  Mach 2.7 with high angles of attack and high engine exhaust 
temperatures. Impingement studies of Models 969-512 and 969-513 have been conducted 
using data from reference 1-3. These data neglect the effect of loccr. airplane flow fields 
even though these are known to have a significant effect on jet flow field. and must be 
considered for more in-depth configuration development. Based on reference 1-3 data, 
during high angle-of-attack maneuvers with the tail and elevators fully rotated, the jet 
flow from the inboard engine of the Model 969-512 passes outboard of the horizontal 
tail, and the jet flow from the inboard engine of the Model 969-513 passes under the 
horizontal tail. 
MINIMUM DRAG LOCATION 
A significant amount of effort has been devoted to the establishment of guidelines for 
engine airframe integration for large supersonic airplanes. Figure 1-8 illustrates the 
resulta of such a study. Work of this nature leads to the conclusion that minimum drag 
installation is achieved when the pod inlets are  located behind the line of maximum 
wing thickness and the maximum pod area is close to the wing trailing edge. Lateral 
pod location is determined by spacing required to avoid mutual pod inlet interference a s  
discussed previously and does not have a significant effect on cruise drag. These 
principles were used in locating the pods for both the Model 969-512 and Model 969-513 
airplanes. 
CONFIGURATION SELECTION 
The two configurations are evaluated as discussed in the following paragraphs. In tables 
1-1 and 1-2 the primary characteristics of the two configurations are defined. When the 
"base" is used in the 969-513 column the corresponding value in the 969-512 column 
shows the difference between the two configuratio~u. The comment column gives a brief 
explanation of the impact of the differences between the configurations. The final 
selection is made on the  baais of best range performance a s  discussed in the 
configuration selection later on in section 1. 
LANDING GEAR INDUCED SLUSH, WATER AND FOREIGN OBJECT 
INGESTION 
Because the engine intakes are located behind the main landing gear the intakes will 
be vulnerable to foreign material ingestion and a rather complex fender and deflector 
system on the landing gear is required. Also the landing gear door arrangement and 
deployment sequence will need special design attention to assure that the intake will be 
protected from foreign material blown off the landing gear and doors during landing 
gear retraction and extension. The intake ingestion characteristics of the Model 969-512 
are inherently superior to the Model 969-513 because the inboard engine is outboard of 
the landing gear on the 569-512. 
SONIC NOISE ON ADJACENT STRUCTURES AND COMPONENTS 
Studies conducted during the National SST Program showed that the near field sonic 
noise problem was almost entirely duri1:g the takeoff portion of the mission. Near field 
noise data were obtained from full scale CE4 engine tests a t  General Electric. These 
data were applied to surfaces on the 969-512 and 969-513 and are shown in figure 1-9. 
LOW SPEED CHARACTERISTICS 
Both the 969-512 and 969-513 closely resemble the wind tunnel models tested by 
Langley. Differences exist in wing trailing edge geometry, engine location and forebody 
length. These differences are believed to have minor impact on longitudinal stability 
and control. Therefore no attempt is made to account for these differences when 
balancing the two configurations. 
Low speed lift and drag were estimated using parameters derived from the tangley test 
mentioned above plus data from NASA Ames. The Langley test data was also ~ s e d  to 
provide a flaps up, leading edge down. base configuration. Increments dhc! to flap 
deflections for the study configurations were then added to this base. 
A comparison of pertinent low speed characteristics are tabulated below: 
Configuration RF, APP a LOF LID APP 
--
Low speed flaps down L D was better for the 969-513 than for the 969-512 resulting in 
somewhat lower noisc* levels during takeoff and landing operations. The 969-513 on the 
other hand requires a higher liftoff angle of attack resulting in a longer landing gear. 
Low speed lateral control is superior on the 969-513 although both configurations meet 
the low speed roll control criteria. 
The 969-513 engines are located closer to the airplane centerline than is  thc case on the 
969-512. Following critical engine failures during takeoff the thrust moments generated 
on the  969-513 will be less than  those 01, the  969-512. Therefore, a smaller 
body-mounted vertical is used on the 969-513 resulting in less weight and drag. 
COMPARATIVE HIGH SPEED CHARACTERISTICS 
Aerodynamic characteristics in cruise have been analyzed for the 969-512 and 969-513 
airplanes a t  Mach 2.7 and an  altitude of 18.288 m (60,000 ft). The drag assessment 
considered zero lift wave drag, friction drag and drag due to lift including nacelle 
influence. The fuselage of both models has been optimized to achieve minimum 
wing-body wave drag. The lift drag characteristics are shown in figure 1-10. 
Cruise pitching moment data were also estimated and are  shown in figure 1-10. The 
theoretical moment curves were corrected by wind tunnel increments for similar 
planforms to obtain the data shown. The trim drag increments shown in the upper right 
hand comer of the figure are based on these moment curves. 
STABILITY AND CONTROL 
This section discusses stability and control criteria used in the study. Empennage sizing 
and lateral control sizing are discussed. a s  are the automatic unstart system, the alpha 
limiter system, and aeroelastic effects. 
Longitudinal Stability and Control Criteria 
The longitudinal stability and control criteria used in this study are outlined below. 
These criteria are based on the criteria defined i:. reference 1-4. 
The horizontal tail shall be sized to provide adequate control power for takeoff rotation, 
landing flare and stall recovery. Any deficiencies in stability throughout the flight 
envelope shall be compensated for through the use of stability augmentation. 
The aft center of gravity limit must be selected such that available control power is 
sufiicient to generate a 0.1 radisec2 nose down pitch acceleration for stall recovery a t  
VMIN I)EM (ref. 1-5). 
The forward cg limit is set by the most demanding of the following criteria: 
At VMIN IIEM i t  shall be possible to trim the airplane for straight and level flight 
in a landing configuration. The lift coefficient (CLMAX ,IEM) corresponding to 
VMIN DEM is 50% larger than CIdAPP resulting in a 0.5 g maneuver load margin a t  VApp 
At takeoff it shall be ossible to rotate a t  a rotation speed (VR= 180 kts) aa 
discussed in reference 1-f. 
a At landing flare the airplane shall meet the pitch acceleration criteria shown in 
figure 1-11. 
Lateral-Directional Stability a n d  Control  Criteria 
The lateral directional stability and control criteria used in this study are outlined 
below. They are also based on criteria in reference 1-4. 
Directional controls are sized for engine-out control. Lateral and directional forces and 
moments from engine failures must be balanced-steady state-with a maximum of .I75 
radian ( lo0) of rudder deflection and .052 radian (3O) of sid.?slip. 
At takeoff the yawing moment caused by a n  outboard engine failure shall be balanced 
by rudder alone a t  the engine-out balance speed tVBAL). The engine-out balance speed 
is defined as 
VBAL = V1 + 15 knots. 
Lateral controls are sized for roll response and engine-out control. Roll response 
performance is expressed in terms of a required bank angle change in a given time (&). 
In the takeoff, approach, and climb configurations the bank angle change shall be .524 
rad (30°) in 2.5 seconds (42.5 = 5 2 4  red). In the climb. cruise, and  descent 
configurations, a t  all speeds up to VMn/MMo it shall be possible to achieve a bank angle 
of 1.047 rad (60°) in 7 seconds (4? = 1.047 rad). 
During the transient following an engine failure maximum available roll control may 
be used. To trim the airplane after the transient has subsided a maximum of 66% of the 
available roll control may be used. 
Longitudinal Stability a n d  Control Evaluation 
The planforms of the 969-512 and 969-613 are similar. Differences exist in wing trailing 
edge geometry, engine location and fd&lsody length (see fig. 1-12). These differences 
will only have minor impact on basic wing-body stability and are ignored in this 
preliminary configuration stage. 
Unpublished Langley wind tunnel data were used to establish basic wing-body low 
speed stability. The two configurations have horizontal tail geometries identical to that 
of the 1971 U.S. SST airplane. This horizontal tail configuration was chosen rather than 
t h o ~ s  tested by NASA Langley because test data show that it has a steeper lift curve 
slope and a greater C L ~ ~ ~  (ref. 1-61, Horizontal tail control power estimates were based 
on data in reference 1-6. These include aeroelastic effects. 
The aft cg limit was eelected such that available control power ib ~ufficient LO generate 
a 0.1 rad/sec2 noee down pitch acceleration a t  VMIH D~.;M. A margin (JCM = 0.01) wee 
subtracted from the estimated available pitching moment coefficient to account for data 
uncertainties. An alpha limiter system (see paragraph later on in section 1) is used to 
prevent flight a t  angles of attack greater than that corresponding to CLMAX 
The forward cg limit was selected such that the airplane meets the trim requirements 
at VMIN DKM and satisfies the nose wheel lift off criteria a t  the rotaticn speed (VR = 
180 knots). 
In length units, cg travel, was assumed the same as for the 969-336C airplarrc (r, f 1-11. 
Minimum tail sizes required to meet t h e ~ e  cg r are shown in figure 1-13 with 
forward and aft cg limits plotted as  functions tail volume coefficient. The c? 
range requirements between the aft cg limit and limit for takeoff rotation is 
sizing, resulting in a VHMIN = .0435. 
I f Lateral-Directional Stability and Control Evaluation 
The area of each of the wing mounted vertical surfaces i s  chosen so thab tire 
"wing-body-wing verticals" directional stabil i ty a t  high speed (M = 2.7, 
q = 3 6 5 8 0 . 3 ~ l m ~  (764 ps0 is neutral (Cnfl= 0) a t  cruise a, the same as  for the Larigley 
SCAT-15-F-9898 wind tunnel model. This is achieved by keeping the ratio between the 
vertical surface area and the gross wing area the same on the " A m w  Wing" as on the 
Langley wind tunnel model. 
The centerline vertical surface has the same geometry as  that of the 1971 U.S. SST and 
is sized for engine-out control. At high speed (M = 2.7, 1 g flight), the yawing moments 
from an  outboard engine seizure and inboard engine inlet unstart are balanced s t e ~ ~ ~ y  
state with 0.175 rad (lo0) of rudder deflection and 0.052 rad (3O) of sideslip. The 
aerodynamic moments due to this failure mode are assumed to be the same as  for the 
1971 U.S. SST (see ref. 1-7). but sceled to new engine locations. In addition, asymmetric 
thrust has to be balanced. The change in thrust level due to this failure is also assumed 
to be the same as for the 1971 U.S. SST (see ref. 1-7). Figure 1-14 shows tail volume 
coefficient sensitivity to shifta in engine spanwise location. The sizing of the Arrow 
Wing Madel 969-512 is shown as an example. 
At low speed (takeom the yawing moment from an  outboard engine failure is balanced 
by rudder alone. The V1 speed chosen is the same a s  for the 2707-300 a t  340.200 kg 
(750,000 lb). ( V I  - 157 knots). The centerline vertical surface ir~ sized to statically 
balance the ?ngine-out moment a t  VBAL (VSAL = V1 + I5  knots). Engine differrntial 
thrust (net thrust-inoperative engine drag) is assumed to be 249,088 N (56,000 lb) (see 
ref. 1- 7). The centerline vertical surface yawing moment coeficients due to sideslip and 
rudder deflection are based on 1971 U.S. SST data (ref 1-6). These data include 
aeroelastic effects. Table 1-3 summarizes the centerline vertical surface sizes for the two 
configurations. 
The high speed lat.era1 control evaluation was conducted only on the 969.512 
configuration due to time limitations. Although the  engines on the  969-513 
configuration are further inboard and the outboard wing ha" two spoiler a l ~ i  deflectors 
instead of one spoiler and one 8poilcr slot deflector it has been aesumed that the 
conclusicns drawn from the 969-512 high speed lateral control evaluation would ;'so 
apply in the case of the 969- 513. 
The high speed lateral controls for the 969-512 configuration consist of a n  inboard 
flaperon, an  inboard and outboard plain spoiler, and outboard inverted s p o i l ~ r  slot 
deflector. The estimated njlling moment co:~tribution; .,f the individual con:rol surfaccs 
are presented in taule 1-4. These estimates are based on 1971 U.S. S T  wind tunnel 
data where possible. Configuration differences are accounted for; sach as. difparences in 
surface area moments, reference areas and dimensions. and hinge line swccp. Lacking 
wind tullnel da ta ,  control po:.er was est imated using metl.od+ described in  
reference 1-8. The control stirfa be moment coefficients arc  corrected tc. include 
aeros~astic effects. 
. . Engine-out disturbance characteristics and aerodynamic interference &fects are based 
on 1971 17.S. SST d a t ~  (ref. 1-71 with correctinns applied for engine location. Thrust 
- effects were computed using a maximum thrust of 116.538 N (26 200 pounds). E n g h e  
failed thrust is also assumed to be the same as for the 1971 U.S. SST. h summary of the 
engine-out ..roments components used in this analysis i s  presented in table 1-5. 
Two basic types of engine failures were considered. They were Pn outboard ecgine 
seizure in combination with an inlet unstart and total flameout of the adji, .ent inboard 
engine, or an  inlet u n s t ~ r t  and total engine framwut of both engines on the s a n e  side. 
The engine seizure case was only considered a t  1.0 g flight due to the low probability of 
occurrence while tile doublc unstart, with a relatively high probability of occurrence. 
was considered up to 2.0 g's. 
Satisfactory control exists Tor the 1.0 g engine seizure where t4e aircraft exhibits low 
dihedral effects. The greatest roll control requirement occurs at the instant of er.,ine 
failure, before any sideslip angle has developed. As sideslip increases to the peak 
estimated value of 0.075 rad (4.3O) the roll due to dihedral becor.ies predominant and 
opposes t1.e roll due to the engine failure. The rec,uired roll control a t  yea!< sideslip is 
appmxil,r..*ely :3 percent of available control. At a steady staw nideslip. /3 = 0.052 rad 
(3O). the reduced dihedral effect results in an  increase in required control up to 22 
percent of that available. This is summarized in figure 1-15. 
At 2.0 g's the airpla..e exhibits large dihedt 11 effects and a decrease In directions! 
stability. This results in an unacceptcible engine failure case where insufficle~t control 
exists to ccunter the steady state condition. much less control the peak overshoot 
condition. The large control requirt ments are due predominantly to the high dihedral 
effect exhibited by the configuration a t  the angle of aitack required icr 2.0 g flight. 
Three qpproaches to contiol of the 2.0 g double unstart case were ionsidered: 
Increase directional stability 
Increase roll cqntrol power 
Control engine failure with an automatic restart system 
To increase directional stability. a n  increase in vertical tail size is required with a 
corresponding increase in drag and weighc. This i s  a n  unacceptable approach. An 
increuse in lateral control would require a significant increase in lateral control surface 
area. Insuficient room exists on the wing to increase the area of the lateral control 
surfaces. Also, large lateral control power can be det,rimental a t  high Mach numbers. 
Maneuvering a t  load factors up to 2.0 g's a t  high roll rates with low directional stability 
can rrsult in excessive sideslip even with no engine failure. This case is described in 
referewe 1-9. In this study a n  automatic restart system. is assumed (see following 
paragraph). The effect of this system on the 2.0g double u n s h r t  engine failure i.. 
significant. With the automatic restart system the airplane meets the engine-out control 
criteria (see fig. 1- 15). 
The roll response criteria for normal operation during climb, cruise, and descent 
requires that a 1.. -17 rad (60") bank angle change be achieved in 7.0 seconds. This was 
found to be most critical a t  M = 1.5. The same flight condition is assumed critical for 
the 969-512. The required roll control power to meet this criteria with the 969-512 
configuration is 75 percent of that availablt a t  this flight condition (see fig. 1-15). 
Automatic Unstart System 
A6 discussed in the previous section, a n  automatic unstar t  system to reduce 
lateral-directional forces and moments i s  required. Alternate snlutions such a s  
increased lateral control power and larger vertical surfaces are  impractical. The 
automatic unstart system will sense the presence of an outboard engine inlet un5tart in 
combination with a lateral acceleration. When this occurs i t  will initiate a restart cycle 
or1 the opposite engine inlet, thereby reducing the yawing and rolling moments caused 
by the initial engine failure. The cycle will be terminated when the inlet is stabilized in 
the unstarted condition. Pilot action will then be required to restert the inlets. 
The longitudinal deceleration from the activation of the unstart cycle is small. To 
illustrate this, time responses were calculated for a two-engine flameout during a 2 g 
maneuver. It was assumed that the pilot would bring the airplane back to a 1 g flight 
condition within 10 seconds of the engine flameout. Figure 1-16 shows load factor, 
longitudinal deceleration. true airspeed, and Mach number versus time for the flameout 
without automatic unstart. At the time of the flameout the airplane is already 
decelerating a t  a rate of 1.219 m,sec2 ( 4  ftisec2,. The peak deceleration, 1.98 m/sec2 
(6.5 fUsec2), occurs 0.5 seconds after the flameout. The time history when an  automatic 
unstart system is used is shown in figure 1-17. The increase in longitudinal deceleration 
is .305 m!sec2 ( 1  ftlse?) or 0.03 g's. This increase in longitudinal deceleration is small 
and should be of l ~ t t l e  concern when implementing an automatic unstart system. 
Alpha Limiter System 
Available flaps-down wind tunnel data for arrow wing conf~,prations exhibit an  
unstable 1 itch break. although the magnituc.8, dependent on the leading edge flap or 
slat configuration, !pading edge radius, basic \ planform, and trailing edge flap or 
control configuration. rhc existence of this characteristic wor~' ' ka:n ral. require a 
forward shift of the cg range if an alpha limiter svatem l h ~  P* n 
The data available fbr the clean (flaps-up) configuration are not sufficient to define 
adequately the aerodynamic pitch-up characteristics. 
In  addition to these longitudinal considerations, there  a r e  lateral-directional 
considerations for angle of attack limiting. Because of i ts  impact on engine failure 
control in supersonic flight. an  alpha limiter makes possible the development of a 
configuration with less directional control power. In general. supersonic airplanes 
exhibit deterioration of directional stability with increasing angle of a ck. Also, the 
probability of a n  inlet unstart increases with angle of attack. Limiting the cruise angle 
of attack to that corresponding to 2 g therefore permits control of engine failures with 
smaller directional control surfaces, which in turn leads to better cruise performance. 
A conceptual block diagram of the selected alpha limiter system is shown in figure 1-18. 
The system will determine if, and a t  what rate. alpha limit is being approached and 
provide the nose down command required for safe recovery. The alpha limiter system 
will not affect airplane characteristics until alpha limit i s  being approached. At this 
time i t  will modify the apparent airplane pitching moment by commanding nose down 
elevator if the pilot has not already initiated recovery. A more detailed discussion of the 
alpha limiter system is published in reference 1-5. 
Aeroeiastic Effects 
Aeroelastic effects on wing-body stability a t  low speed have not been included because 
they are small a t  that condition. 
Control power estimates for longitudinal, lateral, and directional contrd surfaces are  
based on 1971 U.S. SST data. These data include the effects of structural flexibility. 
COMPARATIVE WEIGHT AND BALANCE ASSESSMENT 
Final definition of the Model 969-512 "outboard engine" airplane and the Model 969-513 
"inboard engine" airplane was partially dependent on airplane balance and the 
resulting weight effects. Brbth airplanes have been configured with identical 55.74 m2 
(600 ft2) horizontal tails and horizontal tail arms of 26.97 m (1062 in.), resulting in the 
same horizontal tail V and airplane center of gravity limits. The further aft location of 
the outboard engines on the 969-512 requires grtater forward body length to maintain 
the same balance a s  the 969-513. The longer forward body and shorter engine to 
vertical tail distance requires a larger vertical tail on the 969-512. The weight increases 
on the 969-512 for the longer forward body and larger vertical tail are more than offset 
by the weight decrease due to the increased wing box depth and shorter landing gear a s  
compared with the 969-513 airplane. The weight increments for these design differences 
between the two airplanes are shown in table 1-6. 
PERFORMANCE SENSITIVITIES 
The sensitivity to OEW and cruise LID was evaluated on the 969-5128 configuration, 
figure 1-19. A 1% change in OEW correeponds to 2% of the range, while a 18 change in 
LID corresponds to 1.1% of the range. 
COMPARATIVE PERFORMANCE 
The 969-512 configuration with pods located outboard has 306 km (165 nmi) more range 
than the -513 configuration with polis located inboard, table 1-7. Low speed performance 
and noise are essentially the same for both airplanes with the exception of the approach 
noise. The 969-513 configuration had 3 EPNJB lower approach noise due to a higher 
WD. The LID improvement is due mainly to less trim drag on the 969-513 a t  the 
expense of a longer gear compared to the 969-512. 
CONFIGURATION SELECTION 
The 969-512 was selected as the best configuration for the structural analysis based on 
the lower operating empty weight and better range. Several trade studies were 
conducted to optimize this configuration. 
CONFIGURATION REFINEMENT AND DEFINITION 
A new baseline configuration evolved from the 969-512. new configuration, the 
969-512B. shown in figure 1-20 differs from the original 969-512 by a larger flap 
deflection. new cg limits. shorter landing gear. and a forward body shift a s  discussed 
later on in section 1. 
HORIZONTAL TAIL SIZE STUDY 
A study was undertaken to determine the airplane weight sensitivity due to variations 
in horizontal stabilizer size. Table 1-8 shows the parameter differences and resulting 
weight changes for a 55.74 and 44.50 m2 1600 and 479 ft2) horizontal stabilizer. The 
smaller stabilizer satisfies the control power requirements, but the larger stabilizer 
results in a lighter OEW and permits a more aft center of gravity range. thereby 
improving the airplane loadability. Consequently, a 55.74 m2 (600ft2) horizontal 
stabiliz-. was retained for the 969-512B configuration. 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY AND CONTROL 
The horizontal tail sizing chart for the 969-512B is shown in figure 1-21. This chart is 
based on updated low speed stability and control characteristics. The minimum tail area 
that would meet cg range reqilirements is 50.44 m2 (543 ft2). However, a 55.74 m2 
(600 ft2) tail was chosen as stated above. 
A check of pitch acceleration capability in ground effect shows (see cg. 1-22) that a t  the 
design C1.AI,,, the 969-512B has marginal pitch acceleration capability s t  maximum 
landing weight 217,728 kg (480,000 Ib). At lower landing weights it is unacceptable. 
This problem is solved by operating the airplane a t  a fixed approach speed 
corresponding to the maximum landing weight, regardless of actual weight. thereby 
maintaining the required dynamic pressure for adequate horizontal tail control power. 
Figure 1-23 shows the variation of aft cg limit with C N ~ ~ ~  DC.:M for the 969-a?2B in a 
clean (flaps up) configuration and with leading edge devices drooped. This figure 
indicates that the airplane does not have adequate stall recovery capability when flown 
at the aft cg limit a t  the selected CNMAX I,t:., = .56 in a clean configuration. However, 
i t  does with leading edge devices drooped. Therefore. flaps and leading edge devices will 
be deflected as required during subsonic flight to assure adequate stall recovery. 
AUGMENTATION SYSTEM DEFINITIONS 
To meet minimum safe operation criteria (ref. 1-4) throughout the flight envelope, a 
flight critical augmentation system tHSAS) will be used. A functional diagram of the 
longitudinal augmentation system is shown in figure 1-24. Briefly it consists of a pitrh 
rate feedback signal that is shaped in the HSAS filter to provide increased aerodynamic 
stiffness and damping. A second order structural mode filter is used to prevent coupling 
between airplane dynamics and structural modes. 
Figure 1-25 shows a functional diagram of the lateral- directional augmentation system. 
In this system yaw rate and lateral acceleration are fed back to rudder for dutch roll 
damping and sideslip control following engine failure, respectively. Yaw rate to aileron 
feedback is  used to reduce the divergence rate of the spiral mode and roll rate to aileron 
is used to improve the roll time constant. Structural mode filters are used in all 
feedback loops to prevent coupling between airplane dynamics and the structural modes. 
WING TWIST STUDY 
A study was made to determine the effect of wing twist on the 969-512 .:uise drag. 
Preliminary evaluation of the cruise aerodynamic characteristics of the 969-512 
indicates that large values of trim drag may be incurred when flying a t  cg's near 505 E.  
The following is the result of an investigation to determine if this penalty can be 
reduced by adding negative twist. i.e., wash-out. to the wing outboard of the inboard 
nacelle. The results are shown in figure 1-26. 
The variation of drag with trimming moment produced by the horizontal tail is shown 
in the upper left hand portion of the figure for the 969-512 airplanc with leading edge 
droop. The point noted on this curve for the cg a t  ,505 i: is the reference for the study 
and all drag increments were tr;ken relative to it. f i e  upper right hand portion 
indicates the variation of Cv,, with wing twist. The wing reading edge we> twisted 
down linearly from 34.7T biz to the wing tip and the resulting moment and drag 
increments were calculated. The lower left hand inset shows the drag increment due to 
the additional wing twist. 
The influence of wing twist on trim drag and total drag is illustrated in the remaining 
two sets of curves for several cg locations. These data indicate that dutboard wing twist 
from -.035 to -.073 rad r-2O to -4") would be highly beneficial. However, consideration of 
the efftzt on takeoff aerodynamics would dictate less twist. An incremeqtal twist angle 
of about -.026 rad (-l.SO) is a goad compromise which results in a 5.5 to 8 drag count 
reduction. depending on the cg location. and a lift-off angle increase of about 
.003 rad (0.2O). 
ADDITIONAL CONFIGURATION REVISIONS 
The remaining configuration revisions between the Model 969- 512 and the 969-512B 
are  a result of the following design refinements. A .087 rad (5U) increase in flap setting 
to .349 rad (20°) gives an  improvement in low speed lift. a reduction in liftoff angle of 
.012 radc0.7U) and can be trimmed with the 55.74 mZ (600 fte) horizontal stabilizer. In 
addition. i t  is possible to move the center of gravity range aft by 1.594 of the reference 
chord and shorten the length of the main landing gear oleo. The rebalat.:e of the Model 
969-512 with these new l i m ~ t s  requins  the body shifted -445 n~ 117.5 in.) (one body 
frame spacing) aft on the wing. The resultilly colifiguration is designated Model 
969-5izB as shawn in figure 1-20. 
FUEL TAM# ARRANGEMENT 
The temperature of the fuel in the tanks must be kept low enough so that cavitation 
does not occur a t  the boost pumps. Current estimates show that a t  the high altitudes 
occurring during supersonic cruise. the average temperature of the fuel in the tank 
must remain below (344 K) 160" F for unpressurized tanks. 
The rise in temperature of the fuel for the basic fuel tank arrangement used on the 
1968 vctrsions of the Armw Wing (969- 336C. ref. 1-1 was analyzed during the AST 
Task 111 system study (ref. 1-5) for typical flight missions for various fuel tank wall 
thermal conductances. These studies show that the rear main tanks. i.e.. tanks 2 and 3 
in figure 1-27, are especially vulnerable to aerodynamic heating. The effect of fuel tank 
wall conductance on the fuel temperature a t  the end of cruise is shown in figure 1-28. 
This shows that the rear main fuel tanks together with the auxiliary tanks which feed 
them during supersonic cruise should have tank wall thermal conductances less than 
14.2 w,m2 K (2.5 Btuthr. f?. "Fl. The forward main tanks are less vulnerable to heating 
but should have tank wall thermal condt~ctances less than 38.4 w!m2 K (6.77 Btu;hr. 
ft2. OF). This extremely low conductance requirement led to the investigation of other 
fuel tank arrangements to reduce the amount. of insulation required. The AST Task I11 
study (Contract No. NAS1-11938, indicates that it is desirable to locate the fuel tanks 
in the deeper sections of the wing and body. 
In addition to the fuel temperature problem, the fuel tank boundaries have been moved 
to position the center of gravity within the airplane center of gravity limits. To 
alleviate both of the above concerns. the fuel tanks are moved inboard and an auxiliary 
tank is added to the aft fuselage. The tank layou~ evaluations consider the following 
requirements: 
The cg of the airplane in the zero usable fuel condition shalt be within the 
operational landing cg limits for all payload conditions. Fuel hailatit may be used 
to place the airplane cg within these limits for partial payload conditions. 
Fuel loading shail place the airplane cg within takeoff limits and fuel management 
shall maintain the airplane cg within flight limits. 
Airplane cg shall be controlled by the transfer of fuel from the  fore and aft 
auxiliary fuel tanks. 
There shall be one main tank for each engine and the  engines shall  be 
continuously fed from these tanks. 
The main tanks shall be sized with as near identical capacity a s  practical. 
Adequate fuel quantity in each main tank shall be maintained during fuel 
management to prevent inadvertent tank depletion. 
a Reserve fuel shall be contained in the main tanks during landing. 
Fuel from the auxiliary tanks shall be transferred into the mains. Once a n  
auxiliary tank is switched on, pumping shall continue until the tank is empty. 
Fuel loading and usage sequence for varying payloads shall be similar, to simplify 
fuel management. 
The total tank capacities are more than adequate to permit a mission starting a t  a 
maximum taxi weight of 340.194 kg r750.000 Ib) for any desired payload. The fuel tank 
arrangement selected for the 969-513B configuration is shown in figure 1-29. The 
corresponding fuel management scheme is s h o w  for the two extreme payload 
conditions in figure 1-30. 
MODEL 969-512B WEIGHT, BALANCE AND PERFORMANCE 
The Model 969-5128 is 721 kg (1590 lb) lighter than the original 969-512, as shown on 
table 1-9. 
A group weight and balance statement for the Model 969-512B airplane is tabulated in 
table 1-10. 
The Model 969-512B has a range improvement of 53.7 km (29 nmi, over the original 
969-512, a s  shown in table 1-7. 
ALTERNATE ENGINE LOCATIONS 
Three alternate locations are provided to assess structural sensitivity to small changes 
in engine location. At the onset of Task I it was planned to conduct flutter analyses 
during Task 111 with engines a t  various locations along the trailing edge to obtain 
flutter speed sensitivity to engine position. Subsequently, this Task 111 effort was 
deleted. The rationale for establishing the various location however was addressed in 
Task I and is reported below. 
Flutter speed is generally sensitive to the size and weight of the outboard engine and its 
location relative to the wing structural box. In order to investigate the influence on 
flutter, a configuration is drawn with the outboard engine moved f o r w ~ r d  one-half 
engine inlet diameter, relative to the position shown on Model 969-5l2B (fig. 1-31). 
One-fourth engine intake diameter is the maximum stagger permissible to avoid mutual 
englne inlet unstart. For performance reasons the inboard engine is kept a t  its position. 
In order to investigate the spanwise influence of the engine's location with respect to 
flutter, a configuration was drawn with both engines moved inboard 1.52 m (60 inches! 
(fig. 1- 32). A secondary benefit from moving the engines inboard is that  the size of the 
outboard spoiler/slot deflector can be increased and inboard spoiler removed. This 
reduces the change of buffet that  could result from having to use a n  inboard spoiler. 
With the outboard engine moved inboard 1.85 m (73 inches) and the inboard engine 
moved outboard .64 m (25 inches) forming a dual engine pod a third alternate power 
plant location is created. The longer, two-dimensional inlets are heavier and have a cg 
located farther forward than the sum of the individual, single pods. I t  i s  questionable 
whether the total airplane performance can be maintained with a dual pod so designed. 
This configuration is shown in figure 1-33. 
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TABLE 1-3.-CENTERLINE VERTICAL TAIL SIZE 
I Critical design condition I 
Engine out at takeoff (V1) 
*Tail moment arm measured from the aft cg limit at takeoff 
(see figure 1-14). 
964513 I 0.01 9 
TABLE 14. -"3512 ESTIMATED LATERAL CONTROL POWER 
Engine out at takeoff (V1 
(cQ = roIIzbmoment 
Flight condition 
Mach 1.5, VMO. climb wt 
roll response 
( 1.047 rad in 7 sec) 
Mach 2.7, VMO,nr = 1.0 
engine failure 
(outbd seizure, inbd 
unstart) 
Mach 2.7.VM0. nz = 2.0 
engine failure 
(double unstart) 
Inboard 
flaperon 
0.00066 
0.0004 1 
0.00045 
Inboard 
spoiler 
0.00072 
0.00035 
0.00053 
Outboard 
spoiler 
0.00028 
0.00024 
0.00025 
Inverted 
spoiler-slot 
deflector 
0.00035 
0.00037 
0.00037 
- -. 
Total 
control 
available 
0.00201 
0.001 37 
0.00160 
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TABLE 1-6.-WEIGHT DIFFERENCES, MODEL 969-513 TO MODEL 969-512 
Model 96951 3 
Wing box 
Decrease elastic axis length 5% 
lncrease side ot body depth 6% and Increase 
box root chord length. (No allowance for 
possible differences in f li*!:er and engine 
dead weight relief) 
Wing trailing pdge 
Area differences 
Vertical tail and controls 
2 2 Increase area from 28.34 m (305 f t  1 to 
41.71 m2 (449 ft2) 
Body and systems 
tncrease forward body length 2.29 m (90 in.) 
Entry doors 
Decrease width of 4 doors from 1.07 m (42 in.) 
to 0.81 m (32 in.), and move 4 doors 6.10 m 
(240 in.) forward 
Nacelle d~verter 
Decrease depth 
Landing gear 
Decrease length 0.97 m (38 in.), eliminate 
canted trunnion, and decrease fenders 
Escape slides 
Decrease length. 
Aft Body 
Estimated reduced sonlc fatigue and wing 
rear spar 2.54 m (100 1n.1 aft 
Net We~ght Change 
Model 9695 12 
TABLE 1-7.-BOEING/NASA ARROW WING TASK I SST PERFORMAIVCE SUMMARY 
Takeoff gross weight: 340,194 kg (750,000 ib) 
Payload: 22,183.8 kg (48,906 Ib); 234 passengers. tourist 
Cruise mach: 2.7 standard day 
Propulsion 
I • TVN 
Airflow-kglsec 
(I blsec) 
Suppression 
Weights I OEW relattve to 
' 969.51 28- kg (Ib) 
- 
969-5 12 
1% LE tad 
+ LE droop 
ATAT- 1 
969.5 13 
1% LE rad 1% LE rad 
+ LE droop 
- 
+ LE droop 
I 
4TAT- 1 1 ATAT.1 
Supersonic crutse, 
km (nml) range 1 relative to 968-5128 / Supersonic crulse 
1 altttude, m (ft) 
Cruise performance 
287 (633) 287 (633) I I 1 287 (633) I 
I I I 
Plug and chutes ; Plug and chutes Plug and chutes 
-&-- --- - ---- - -  . I 
721.21 (1,590) 3,048.!4 (6,720) 
I 
0 
I 
. . -  . . .- - .-. -- - --- - __ .-__.- 8 
i 
-53.74 (-29) 1 -359.52 (-194) 0 
19.507.7 164,000) 
Supersonic R.F. km j 15,268.35 (8,2391 14,908.83 (8,045) 15,268.35 (8,239) , 
Inmi) at M = 2.7 ! 
• U D  ' 8.2918.63 8.1 7/8.5 8.2918.63 
sFc, kglhr per kg 1.559 j 1.573 1.559 
(Iblhr per Ib) m------r FAR fteld length, 3.780 (1 2.4001 3.780 (1 2,400) 3,780 (12,400) . . A 
1 
! 
I 
19,630 (64,500) 19,507 7 (64,000) 1 
m (f t)  (std + 15 K )  
Liftoff speed, 101 (197) 
mlsec (KEAS) 
I 
-__i 
101 (197) 101 (1971 
I Sldeltne nolse. I 117 117 EPNdB I 
Community nose, 1 107 107 108 
6.49 km (3.5 nml) from 1 
brake release EPNdB ! 
- - .-. -- --- - . . .. . . - -. - - .  
Approach speed, 
mlsec (KEAS) 
- -  i . .. - .. . 
83 ( 1  62) 84 f 163.5! 
Wet FAR held 3.1 39.44 (10,300) 3.1 39.44 (1 0,300) 3,200.4 (1 0,500) 
length, rn (ft) ! I 
. LID i 4.9 4.23 
Approach notse, 1 114.5 i 117.5 
i 1.85 km (1 nml) 
i I 
-----..-I-----.-_. - . i 
'Note: 969-512 and 969.513 are referenced to the 969.5125. 
TABLE 1-8.--TAIL SIZE S I  UDY-MODEL 963 512 
Aft T.O. and landlng -%MAC 
Fwd T.O. -%MAC 
Fwd landing -%MAC 
Horizontal tall 
Area-m 2 
- (ft2) 
v 
Tall arm-m (in.) 
(from 50% F, ) 
(from aft T.O. lirn~t) 
Landing gear 
Landing gear length-m (In.) 
Body 
Body length-rn (111.) 
(balance airplane w~th 
forebody leng:h) 
I Net welght change 
TABLE 1-9.-WEIGHT DIFFERENCES, MODEL ,069-512 TO MODEL 969-5128 
I 
OE W 
kg (Ib) 
Model -512 
Revise high speed roll control 161,792 (356.690) 
Surfxes and actuation -177 (-39P! 
Move cg limits 1.5% aft and 
move bc?y 0.44 m (17.5 1.1.) on 
wing for rebalance 
Move main gear aft 0.89 m -503 (-1.1 101 
(35 in.) and decrease matn 
gear length 0.30 m (12 in.) 
lmrease nose gear length 0.25 m (10 in.) +70 (+I551 
Delete 0.76 m (30 in.) of forward body -1% (-345) 
system runs due to weight duplicatton 
Add alpha limiter previously omitted +45 (+loo) 
Net weight change 1 -7211 -1,590J! 
-- 
Model 696-51 28 161.071 (355,1001 
I 
TABLE 1-10.-GROUP WEIGHT AND BALANCE STATEMENT, MODEL 969-512B 
- - ~- 
Group 
Wing 
Horizontal tail 
Vertical tail (body and wing mtd) 
BodV 
Main gear 
Nose gear 
Nacelle 
Total structure 
Engine (incl TIR, SIS and nozzle) 
Engine accessories 
Engine controls 
Starting system 
Fuel system 
Total propulsion 
Instruments 
Flight controls 
Hydraulics 
Electrical 
Electronics 
Furnishings 
ECS 
Anti-icing 
APU 
Insulation 
Total systems and equipment 
Options 
Manufacturer's empty weight 
Standard items 
Operational items 
Operational empty weight 
Pay load 
Zero t i e l  weight 
Arm 
(in.) 
2.604 
3.623 
3,406 
2.1 17 
2,548 
1,178 
2.949 
2.525.0 
3,076 
2.944 
2.308 
2,919 
2.495 
2,974.3 
1,710 
2.679 
2.854 
2.092 
1.282 
1.817 
2.420 
558 
2.978 
1.913 
2,209.7 
2.491 
2,542.0 
2.193 
1.716 
2,521.7 
1.882 
2,444.3 
Wt 
(kg) 
42,710 
2.962 
2,268 
25,465 
16,928 
1,705 
8,655 
100,693 
20,502 
61 2 
354 
1 36 
3,806 
25.4 10 
846 
6.668 
2.628 
2.341 
1.309 
8,623 
3.824 
Arm 
(m) 
66.14 
92.02 
86.51 
53.77 
64.72 
29.92 
74.90 
64.13 
i8.13 
74.78 
58.62 
74.14 
63.37 
75.55 
43.43 
68.05 
72.49 
53.14 
32.56 
46.15 
61.98 
Wt 
(Ib) 
94,160 
6,530 
5.000 
56.140 
37.320 
3.760 
19.080 
221.990 
45.200 
1,350 
780 
300 
8.390 
56.020 
1.865 
14.700 
5.795 
5.160 
2,885 
19,010 
8,430 
135 
250 
2,900 
61,130 
2,500 
34 1.640 
8,200 
5,260 
355,100 
48,906 
6 1 
113 I ;zG 
1,315 48.59 
27,728 ] 56.13 
183,253 62.09 404,006 
1,134 
154,965 
3.719 
2,386 
16 1,070 
63.27 
64.56 
55.70 
43.59 
64.05 
22,183 47.80 
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FIGURE 1-7.-CLIMB PERFORMANCE COMPARlSON 
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Note: QH measured from 0.50 Cef to horizontal tail quarter chord 
SH = 55.74 rn2 (600 ft2) Aft cg limit for stall recovery 
Estimated aft 
cg limit at 
cruise for 
adequate stability A 
based on information , ./ 
refe. enct 1-6 
/ 
takeoff rotation 
landing config 
t required VH = 0.0435 
I 
FIGURE 1-13.-HORIZONTAL TAIL SIZING CHART 
(969-512'-5 13) 
Notes: 
1) Chart shows body-mounted vertical tail volume 
coefficient variation with inboard and outboard 
engine location 
2) Chart sizes body-mounted vertical to meet 
maximum side-slip requirements during engine 
seizure, inlet unstart failure condition at 
M = 2.7 climb 
3) Tail moment arm to be measured from the 
aft cg limit 
4) Sizing of the 969512 body-mounted vertical 
shown as an example 
FIGURE I-74.-VERTICAL TAIL St'ZING CHART /969-572/-513) 

T- sec 
FIGURE 1- 16.- TIME HISTORY TWO-ENGINE FLAME-OUT 
M = 2.7 WITHOUT AUTOMATIC RESTART 
T - sec 
FIGURE 1-17.-TIME HISTORY TWO-ENGINE FLAME-OUT M = 2.7 
WITH AUTOMATIC RESTART 
r- Flightcritical stability augmentation 
I 1- Column command 
-0- Command augmentation 
I 
FIGURE 1-  18.- -ALPHA LIMITER FUAlCTlONAL DIAGRAM 
. .irplane i Actuator 
a 
a 
v 
+ 
a 'ecommand - 
- 
A Ran* 
(nmi) (km) 
r + l O M )  
+500- 
Calculated 4 
\ - 
- 
-10 + 10 
-5 
A C,, (counts) 
~ O E W , ~ 1 0 0 0  kg) 
- 
- 
- 
- 
-500- 
- - 1000 Extrapolated 
FIGURE 1- 19.- RANGE SENSITIVITY TO OEW AND SUPERSONIC DRAG 

Reference area. Total wing area I 1 t 244 sq ft 
Sross we~ghr 750.000 Ib 
Horizontal 
stabilizer 
I 
600 exposad 
132 
0.247 
W0 
-15130.+15/25 
0 
3 
3 
414 
102 
289 
338 
1062 
0.0545 
FIGURE 1-20.--CONFlGURA TlON FOR STRUCTURAL ANAL YSIS, 
MODEL 9G9.5126 /CONCLUDED) 
Vertical 
stabilizer 
449 
0.848 
0.24 
51° 
- 
- 
3 
3 
445 
107 
31 1 
- 
97 7 
0.028 
b 
GhonwW 
I 
A m  rp ft 
hpectrrtio Al 
Taper ratio X 
Sweeo at LE deg 
lneidencr dug 
Dihadd dog 
Roottlc % 
Tip tic % 
Root chord in. 
Tip chord in. 
MAC in. 
span in. 
Tail arm in. 
Tail vol coeff V 
Max d ~ a  ~ n .  Accommodat~on 
- -- - -. 
.- . Body 
Wing 
' 9.848' 
1.78 
74/70.5/60 
- 
- 
- 
- 
1881.1 
204 
1187 
1590 
- 
- 
- 
Length In. 
Wing Vert. 
stabilizer 
2871ridr 
0.493 
0.135 
74.5 
- 
- 
3 
3 
510 
69 
346 
143 
697 
0.01 3 
Powerplants 
Landing gear 
Fuel capar I . .  Ib 
L 
I q, \'.-~I\s 
- - .- - - - - .~ i Fwd 
I i? .lt 
i Aft  
+--a. .-.- 
4!5 AB 
Inlet 
Ax~sym 
, - -. - 
3640 , . 1 
. - 
Number i .,+at? 
~ 
4 ATAT-1 
Nose 
.j_- 
M a ~ n  
234 pass. 
A~rtlow 
633 lhlsec 
Loc ''a MAC 
.- . 
2 24x16 24 40 7x14 
Wln9 ' Body 
- -+. .. 
317.400 ' 72.000 
. 
Takeoff I Cru~se 
1 49.7 I 
I / 55.5 1 53.0 ' 
-- -~ - - 
57.7 (plrotd 
L 
Total 
- - 
389.000 
, cg "b Cref 
Land~ng I 
+ - ..- 
Note. 1) I,, measured from 50% Zref to be 1079.5 Inches. 
2) Ma~n gear truck prvot to be located such that ~ts 
project~on ontr ' . eference plane i s  4.7"" 
aft of the aft 
Estimated aft cg l i n ~ ~ t  at cruise for adequate 
stability based on information in ref 1-6. --7 
.04 .06 .08 
- S H ~ H  
vH- -
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SECTION 2 
STRUCTURAL CONCEPTS DEFINITION 
The object of the Task I structural evaluation is to develop and screen candidate 
structural concepts and arrangements consistent with the requirements of a Mach 2.7 
supersonic transport and a 1975 program go-ahead. The data resulting from the 
s t ruc tu ra l  evaluat ion is t h e  basis  for making  t h e  specific s t ruc tu ra l  concept 
recommendations for the 969-5128 configuration shown in figure 1-20. 
STRUCTURAL CONCEPTS STUDY GUIDELINES 
The components of the airplane chosen for structural evaluation a re  those having the 
largest p o ~ ~ n t i a l  impact on the structural weight of the airplane; specifically, these are  
the wing skin panels. wing internal box stl.uc.ture. and thts body shell A baseline for 
comparison was established for each of these componrnts from the previous study of the 
969-336C airplane. Using these components from the 969-336C as  a baseline. alternate 
structural concepts and arrangements were configurated for taach of these major 
components. The alternate structural concepts were analyzed for weighi. manufacturing 
complexity, stiffness, fatigue, thermal conductance and material cost, and qualitatively 
evaluated for maintainability and fail- safe requirements. This evaluation provides the 
basis for making specific s tructural  concept recommendations for the 969-512B 
configuration. 
ES'I'ARLISHMENT OF BASELINE 
To establish a consistent data base for comparing each of the structural concepts a 
baseline set of dcr.~gn loads and environmc.nta1 condit~ons was establishtbd from the 
969-336C (SCAT i5F) study. Three locations on t h r  wing. as  shown In figure 2-1. and 
four locations tilong the body. a s  shown in figure 2-2, wercb chosen a s  control points. 
These points represent a typical range of +tructural ri>quirem-nts for an  Arrow Wing 
configuration. The critical design conditions, loads. and thermal c&nvlronmc.nt were 
established for tach of thtb control locations for the  wing and body. A typical stat of body 
conditions is shown in figure 2-3. 
BASELINE-WING SKIN PANELS 
The baseline wing skin panels on the 969-336C a t  design p n ~ n t  249 and the lower 
surface a t  point 269 utilized titanium "stressk ., honeycomb" wlth wcblded edg" ~~retnbers  
a s  shown in figure 2-4. Stresskin is a spotwelded honeycomb configuration which has 
constant skin gages i ~ n d  no edge: membtnr when purchasc4 from the supplier. The 
addition of weldtbd edge mrmbers. mi l l~ng  of' fact' sht1t.t~. and contouring of the wing 
skin pantsis was rrquirc~d t t ~  complt*te a typical skln panel asst~mhly. A fare shtsct of 
,060 inch 6AI-4V titrinium was the upprr limit of mnnufbcturlng rapability a s  cwa1uatc.d 
by Roeing. Sine(. t h r  loads a t  polnt 431 and tht* uppcbr surfrlrc. a t  polnt 269 require face 
sheets grcater than .060 inch thick. thtb corrugated rort, s;rndwlch 1s u ~ v d  a s  t h r  
baseline. Panel face sheets a r e  machined to provide integral edge attachments. The 
panels a r e  assembled by spot welding a t  the  corrugation nodes. These panels a r e  
structurally eftkient for loads oriented axially with the corrugation but a r e  relatively 
inefficie:lt for transverse loads. 
BASELINE-WING SPARS 
- The baseline spar  configuration utilizes riveted sheet stiffeners a s  &own in figure 2-5 
a t  point 249. At points 269 and $31 welded sine wave spars,  as shown in figure 2-6, 
were utilized. The welded sine wave spar  is  a very efficient configuration for both 
vertical shear  and fuel crash loads when accessory attachments and system cutout 
reinforcem.ants a r e  minimized. 
BASELINE-BODY PANELS 
The 10 body panel control points utilize a semi-monococlue arrangement of riveted sheet 
stiffener construction. The sizing, a s  A baseline for comparison, is shown in figure 2-7. 
These structural control points were used a s  a basis for evaluation of the alternate 
concepts. Design conditions shown in figure 2-3, identical to those for the b a s ~ l i n e .  were 
ther. used to develop alternate design concepts. 
ALTERNATE DESIGN CONCEPTS 
Figure 2-8 shows the alternate structural concepts which were designed for the wing 
skin panels, wing spars, and body shell. Utilizing the material selections recommended 
from the material screening evaluation, and design loads and environmental conditions 
identical to the comparable baseline component, each candidate specimen was designed 
and sized to maintain a margin of safety from 0 to 5%.  Static, thermal. and fail safe 
requirements were incorporated into the design of each specimen. 
WING SKIN PANELS 
Silver Brazed Steel Honeycomb. 
Silver brazed steel honeycomb as  shown in figure 2-9 was investigated becaube of i t s  
potential s t ruc tura l  efficiency a t  high temperatilres and  :righ end loads. This  
configuration was sized for both points 260 and 431. I t  was not investigated a t  point 249 
becausc the low loads produce a minimuni .age sizing which is hetvi  .r than kim: 7r 
concepts of minimum gage titanium. 
The  configurations utilize PH15-7Mo steel face sheets with 114 ~ n c h  ct.11-5.5 pcf 
honeycomb core elso of PH15-7Mo steel. A dense core of 35 pcf-1.8 inch cell is used 
around the periphery of the panel to resist bolt crushing loads from panel ~nntallation 
fasteners. The densl cortl is attached to the field core by spot wc4drng of core. nodes. Thca 
outside face sheets are . lechined to providc a stcp and skin pad for thv inxtallation of 
the ex t e r~o r  panel splice plate. The fit up of the dense core to the fact. shecat contour is a 
critical rrlanufactunng rt*quirtvnent. Thv cornplc*x fi~ up of pertn and brazing tool 
requirrments produce a compl(~xity ratlng of 189 as  shown in tahlt. 4-1 compared to thr  
corrugated core sandwich baseline complexity of 100. The steel brazed honeycomb has 
good biaxial capability for Nx and N,. loads but is still less efficient t han  brazed 
titanium honeycomb configurations because of i ts  lower strength to weight ratio. 
Aluminum Brazed Titanium iloneycomb. 
The strurtural  efficiency of aluminum brazed titanium honeycomb throughout the range 
of Arrow Wing end loads justifies i ts  de..pelopment a s  a concept candidate. The 
configuration as shown in figure 2-10 was sized for a'' three control point locations (249, 
269 and 431). The configuration utilizes Ti-6A1-4V Condition I for the  skin face sheets 
and 114 inch cell-4.9 pcf field core of Ti-3A1-2.5V. Dense core of approxi~  tely 14 pcf for 
3116 fasteners R F ~  28 pcf core for l i4  fasteners is used around the panel e-ge. The panel 
is similar ; n  configuration to that described for the steel brazed arrangement. Fit  up  of 
the core ' 3  match the skin panel recess is  again a critical manufacturing reqt,;rement. 
The bra-zing cycle is somewhat less complrx for a l u m i ~ u m  brazed titanium than for 
steel and  accounts for the  lower manufacturing complexity of 179 (shown in table 4-1 1. 
The aluminum brazed titanium core i s  structurally efficient in reacting combined N,. 
Ns. and Nxz loads and is  a superior candidate because of the efficiency of honeycomb in 
the  load ranges involved and the high streagth to weight ratio of the  Ti-CAI-4V 
material. 
Machined-Waffle Panel. 
The waffle skin panel arrangement was chosen as a structural concept candid&.: 
because of improved biaxial capability compared to conventional sheet  stiffener 
arrangements. Thc waffle panel arrangements a s  shown in figure 2-1 1 a r c  fully end 
milled from Ti-GAI 4V plate. The material allowables a re  less than those for sh .  1.t stock 
because of the plate thickness. Thc. panels a r e  relativc.ly 'mplc to manufactur -.nctB 
only machining is rt~quirt3d. however, extensive numt~rical ly controllcbd machinca 
fac i l i t i es  would b r  r t ~ q u i r e d  to  suppor t  product ion a i rp lan t*  q u a n t i t i e s .  Two 
configurations were investigated with the grid orienttad parallrl to the Nx and N, 
directions and w ~ t h  thtb grid on a 45" bias. The bias arrangement was f o u ~ d  to providt. a 
slightly superior weight c~fficicncy a t  the h ~ g h e r  end '.)ads because tht. web stiffoncrs 
were carrying some of thtl shear and axial loads in truss action l'ht* mechirlt.d waffle. 
configuration was rated a t  ti manufacturing complexity of 125 cornparc.d to the. basc~linc. 
corrugated core complexity of 100. The wafflth pants1 arrangc~mr~nts  arth of avcBragc 
s t ruc tura l  efficiency for tension applications and  bt,low nvcbrngcx ~ . f f lc i t~ncy  for 
compression applications. 
Riveted-Sheet Stiffener. 
Riveted sheet stiffentar construction was investigated for points 269 and 431 bc*causr of 
i ts  manufacturing simplicity and relativrly good tension c.fficithncy Tht* shtlct stifftbncbr 
arrallgement a s  shown on figure 2-12 utilizc~s machintld ecbtb sractlons rivcatcd t o  R 
machined skin. E:lectromagnt~tic rivc~ting c)f ztlcts to s k ~ n  is incorporatvd ti) nrh:c.\.c 
high ftitigue rating. Th r  stifftbncrs and skln matiaria1 art1 madc of SAI-4V titanium. T h ~ s  
a r rangement  achitbvc~s a manufacturing ra t ing  of ,54, thv heist of nnv cwncvp' 
invpstigatr.d comparcbd to t htl bastblir,c* cnmpltxltv of 100 .  Thch wc**ghts nnnlvsis ~nri~cntc.s 
the bheet stiffener arrangement to be frlirly competitive for tension applications, but it 
cannot compete with honevcomb arrangements in compression applications in the luad 
rayles involved. 
Machined and Welded-Sheet Stiffener. 
The i ~ t e g r a l l y  machined and welded sheet stiffener arra~igements as  shown in 
figure 2-13 have bcen configurated to improvcr the transverse buckling allowables. The 
confrgurntions have been sized for point3 369 and 431 and have utilized Ti-6A1-4V 
Condition I. For both arraqgernents shown, the skin panel plate is machined with 
elevated ridges a:*4 the machined stipener angle6 are  then butt welded tcl the 
outstanding ridges. The ridges a r i  dimensioned to provide adequate clearance for the 
welding hcad to have dlrert access for a simple butt weld. The manufacturing 
complexity ratings are ,34 and 94 ior tlre two ccnf ipra t~ons  compared to the baseline uf 
1W. Those configurations in tension or wit11 small Ny lo& do not utilize any chordwise 
stiffener. A ,-hordwise stiffener is utilized a t  p : n t  269 upper. hcwever. to improve the 
transversr buckling allcwabie. The materiel which would normally be used in the 
stiffener skin flange has been red:stl.butd into ihe sh-t to improve the panel buckling 
allowable. The machined ard welded sheet stiffenel arrangement i s  a superior 
candidate for tension apglica ,t  is not as efficient as hcneycomh for comptessioii 
applicatior in the load ranges 1. . ~ ~ b - e d  a t  points 169 ant1 4!4!. 
WING SB'ARS 
Maehi~.ed and Welded-Sheet Stiffener. 
The machined and welded sheet stitrencr spar concept wes initiated as a nieans of 
eliminatink web to chord overlaps and stiffener-web overlaps, thereby improving the 
structcral c-ffiriency ovet that  achieved in  cronventional riveted shect stiffener 
consrructiun. The configuration as  shown in figure 2-14 was zized fur points 249, 269. 
and 431 utrlizing Ti-6AI-4V Condition :. ?he  web is pccket chem-milltd with iptegral 
pads for join in^ chord mernhers and stiffeners. The hasic web is nlilled to .UlS gage. The 
machined web stiffeners. and spar chords are  joined to the web ,.j [usion welding. 
Electron beam wdding a t  approxirnatcly tSU to the web is utilized fcjr :.:stallation of tl:e 
web stiffeners. The web and spar chord detail parts are trimmvd to allow fur weld 
shrinkage to com?ly with final contour requirement.9. Overlapping of spar chord and 
web. and stiffener and web a s  required In rivetea constrcctio.~. is climinatrd. The web 
skin pcds are utilized as part of the effective vieb ~tiffener material. Because of the 
elimination of joinr. overlaps and cficient use of  inaterial. this configuration is the most 
weight rficient of the sheet sti~Ttbncr concepts. 
Machined Extrusion-Sheer Stiffener. 
The machined t~xtrusion spar as shown in figurt. 2-15 wos investigated as  a means of 
oppmachang the structur;ll effi.-iency of thc machineci and v eidtd spar arrangement 
whlle rr.inimi-.,;np; cost b* . 4uc1ng welding requirements. 'Fhr machanc~d clxtrudru spar 
arrangchment was si2c.d ! ir poicts 249, 269 elid 431 using 6AI-4V titanium. Tht~ 
t i tani~lm web stifft'ni-r tlxtrusion rc*tc~~irns 10(;3 machini;\g because of :,urfacr 
contamination and extrusion gage limitations. The maximum span per extruded web 
segment is approximately 21 inches. Fusion butt welding would be utilized to join web 
segments. The integrally machined web and stiffener eliminates any other requirement 
for welding. The web-spar overlap for riveting provides a fit up tolerance payoff for 
manufacturing. but also reduces the weight efficiency. The rivet overlaps place the 
weight efficiency of the machined extrusion web between the riveted and the welded 
sheet stiffener configuration. Because of the extensive machining required of the web 
stiffener combination i t  is assigned a slightly greater manufacturing complexity rating 
than the ~ l d e d  arrangement 
Aluminum Brazed Titanium Honeycomb. 
The structural efficiency of both double edge and thin edge aluminum brazed titanium 
honeycomb configurations was investigated for spar application. Both configurations 
shown in figure 2-16 utilized SS2-30 Core (14.0) pcf a t  the periphery for bolt 
attachments. Brazing complexity has been minimized by placing all skin pads on the 
exterior eliminating any core fit up requirements. The thin edge configurations has 
used one welded chord attachment for minimum weight and one riveted for tolerance 
payoff. The double edge panel uses torque limited fasteners for spar chord installation. 
For both configurations it has been found that the two face sheets. core and braze alloy, 
required to carry the web shear. weigh more than an  efficient single web such as  sine 
wave configuration. The complexitv of the brazing process, even for the simpler 
applicatior.. is considerably above the sheet stiffener or sine wave arrangements as  
shown in table 4-2. 
Silver Brazed Steel Honeycomb. 
The design and construction features shown in figure 2-17 are similar to those described 
for the aluminum brazed titanium honeycomb except for material selection. The skin 
and honeycomb core are of PHlfi-7Mo material. The structural efficiency is even less 
competitive than the titanium honeycomb construction bec: use of its lower strength to 
weight ratio. The manufacturing complexity rating is higher for steel construction than 
titanium because the structural concepts were similar but the brazing cycle is more 
complex for steel. 
BODk PANEL CONCEPTS 
Each of the body s t r ~ c t u r a l  concepts investigated was sized for the ten contn)l points 
(four body sections) as shown in figure 2-2. 
Aluminum Brazed Titanium Honeycomb. 
The use of aluminum brazed titanium hontbycomb skin panels for the body was 
investigated for the following rt.asc:lis: 
Efficiency in c a r r j . ~ g  combined shpar and -omprc.ssion is a rc.qairernent through 
mqst of the hodv end load rangtl 
a A large porti4.n of the  body structure i s  critical for compression load conditions. 
The  high degree of inherent stability of honeycomb skins allows a reduction in 
support structure to meet gencral instability requirements. 
The  aluminum brazed titanium body skin design as shown in figure 2-18 utilizes a 
similar set  of fabrication techniques to those required for the brazed wing skins. In 
addition. the  panels must be brazed to curvature radii in the  range of 68 to 455 inches 
with compound contour. The panels utilize integrally machined 6A1-4V titanium face 
sheets with SC4-20 commer. Lrly pure t i t a n i u ~  field core. Denw core is used along the 
panel edge .o resist bolt crushing loads. Edge core densities range from 14 pcf to 28 pcf 
depending on the  panel fa3 ener  size. The  outside sk ins  a r e  reci.ssed for flush 
installation of circumferential splice s t raps  only. Longitudinal splice s t raps  a r e  
installed external to contour. The frame to panel attachments havc been made by bolts 
which require densified core and skin pads locally a t  every frame. This requirement 
greatly complicates the panel fit up of core to face sheet. The added shell stability of the 
honeycomb panels has  allowed use of 35 inch frame spacin, . The complexities of the 
fuselage panel fit up and the brazing process yield a manufacturing complexity rating of 
365. a s  shown in table 4-3. compared to the baseline sheet stiffener complexity of 100. 
Integral ly Machined-Sheet Stiffener. 
Integrally machined body akin p ~ n e l s  have been investigated as a means of increasing 
structural efficiency by more efficient tailoring of the cover material to the bending and 
ahear requirement. of the body. Stiffener spacing and intervening nodes a s  shown in 
figure 2-19 have been sized and spaced to optimize compression and shear  allowables. 
Integrally machined nodes for stiffener attachment eliminate the requiremrnt for a 
riveted stiffener skin flange. M whined angle stiffeners have been welded to i' face 
sheet node by fusion butt wel?ing. Integral circumferential skin pads a re  utill; i a s  
part of body frame outer cord:. A separate frame fail safe chord is 1ocatt.d inside of the 
sk in  stiffeners. All skin and frame components have been designed of 6A1-4V 
Condition I iitaniltm. The assc*~bl:. of the monolithic panels by machining and welding 
represents a slightly more complex manufacturing procedure than tht* machining and 
riveting sequence utilized in sheet stiffener fabrication. This is indicated by the relative 
complexity factor of 158 a s  shown in table 4-3. 
Cor ruga ted  C o r e  Sandwich .  
An investigation of corrugated core sandwit-h body covers has bcen made as a n  
alternate cover arrangement. Corrugattad core sandwich a s  shown in figurrb 2-20 is of 
interest for body application because the major bending loads are axial with the core 
direction. and the skins a s  well a s  rorc both dct a s  t~fitbctivtb bt.1-ding material. The 
ar rangemmt was designed of 6AI-4V Condition I titatiium fo; b:~th corc. and fact* sheets. 
The core configuratinn of constant 1 27 inch pitch and . 75  ~ n c h  hvight is r.lr*ctron beam 
welded to the face sheets at  the core nodes. Longitudinal t r a r  straps arc. located insidc 
the innrr  skin .:ld bet. :he corc trussrs. ('hrarn-mtlltbd skin pads arc. locatc~d a t  t h t ~  
frames and s t w e  a s  pat. 1 1 1  the body framtb chord matertal Thv olr*cbr frame. chord IS 
electron bcam weltirhcl inttbgrally :o thv skin pad with no c i~scont~nui t~e~s  rbxccbpt at panel 
splices. 
The double compound contour required for the body panels greatly complicates the core 
forming and panel assembly tasks. Since the core pitch is constant and the skin panels 
are tapered in planform. individual core segments run out along the side of the panels 
with complicated splices required. These complexities are  all reflected in the high 
manufacturing producibility factor of 380 given the structural arrangement. Based on 
the high manufacturing producibility factor and structural splice complexities no 
further work was completed on this concept. 
ALTERNATE STRUCTURAL ARRANGEMENTS 
WING STRUCTURAL ARRANGEMENT-SHEET STIFFENER PANELS 
Shown in figure 2-21 is the general structural arrangement of the inspar wing for 
installation of sheet stiffener skin panels. The multi-rib sheet stiffener installation was 
investigated only for the more highly loaded portion of the wing. A malti-rib structural 
arrangement a t  approximately 28 inch rib spacing has been utilized. Skin panels are 
attached to the ribs by bolts through the inner stiffener flanges. Ribs have been 
positioned to back up engine support beams and wheelwell ribs. 
WING SPAR SPACING OPTIMIZATION STUDY 
Analysis of the minimum weight multi-spar spacing has been investigated for the 
compression panel design conditions a t  points 269 and 431. An equivalent T. including 
wing skins. edge members, and spar has been sized for the combined design loads a t  
these points. Figure 2-22 shows t' a t  the minimum weight spar spacing is approximately 
35 inches for both design points. This data was used as  a basis for selecting a 35 inch 
spar spacing for the structural arrangement of the 969-51 2B. 
WING STRUCTURAL ARRANGEMENT-POST AND SPAR 
Post and spar arrangements have been investigated fol spar spacings of both 20 a r d  
40 inches. Each arrangement utilized a row of posts midway between the spars. The 
smaller spar spacing tends to provide the more efficient structural arrangements but 
internally is space limited. A 40inch sra-  spacing a s  shown in figure 2-23 was 
investigated. Preliminary study indica!c*d a possible weight saving of q'7- of installed 
panel weight; however. the space restriction of the intervening post was found 
unacceptable. Wing assembly, maintenance of fuel sealing. and insulation sjstems was 
found to be inadequate due to spacc Ifinitations of the posts. 
REFERENCE 
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Lf sine wave web 
I 
0.056 (Chem-MIII) (0.022) I 
I i 
d I 7 
Chord and web 
I 
6 0.127 
(0.050) 
Welded 
sine wave 
rr) Step ~n chem-mill web Basic dimensions-cm 
Weld per BAC 5947, class A ( ) d~mens~ons-in. 
14 TTi6AI-4V Cond V 
FIGURE 2-6.- WING SPAR-BASEL INE 1PT 269 AND 43') 

Fastener dia 
see table I I I 
3.18 /--Fastener dia G 
A 
See table I I 
Detail D 
, ,,. -  0.508 + 18 d ~ a  fastener - 
-see table I l l  
for fastener dia J 
\--Stringer radius of gyration (/.'I for 
spice stringcr p of adjacent 
stringers In crown panels only 
(far compatible buckl~ng strength) 
Detail H 
Figure 2-7.-BODY-BASELINE .%+ELL ARRANGEMENT fCONTINIlEDI 
crown 
I 
3 
crown 
4 Ebr 
5 Lwl 
6 
7 
0 183 1 ~ 0 5 0 )  
' *  
0 7 4 3 8  rdAr 
100961 I I I A  
---. 
Bastc d~mens~ons-cm 
( ) d~mens~ons- In. 
FIGURE 2-7. -BOD Y-BASEL INE SHELL ARRANGEMENT fCotir~r,uedl 
Basic dimensions-cm 
( ) dimensions-in. 
-- ------ 
a 
P -ea 
Pt A B C D E F G c m  2 
'3 
( I n  2, 
3 Sp l~ce  3.18 2.03 1.52 0.305 0.203 0.254 0.397 0. ;37 1.652 
a 
3.18 2.74 2.54 0.381 0.153 0 63' 
Stiinge; (1.25) (1.08) (1.00) (0.15) (0.06) 
t 
. . 4- : 
1 
f 
8 5 
? 
t i : 
w ~ l r c u r n f c r e n t l a l  M y  frame and i k l n  pdd u p  arid twdy sectlon 
jolnts not  Included I n  effectlve T r - 
Pt 
ncr. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
See tdl)le f o r  sp l~ce stringer a r a  and geo nc t ry  
This strlnger IS also used .,I ::,e panel sp l~ce 
Spllce stringer depth  IS 3.18 (1.25) dnd t3  IS 0.1016 (0 04) 
- 
Strlngci l e p t h  IS 3.18 (1.25) 
Strlnger depth  IS 2.54 (1 00) 
Local skln pad u p  1s ~?cludet i  I n  strlnger area 
Stringers n o t  r e q u ~ ~ e d  
Pad up and sp, e matt o n  sltle panels IS !lot 
Included 111 total effectlve i 
Fastener 
dla 
c m  
(in.) 
0.397 
(0.156) 
-- 
0.397 
(0.156) 
0.397 
(0.156) 
0.397 
(0.156) 
0.476 
Effect:ve area shown IS for  one cc.t.iplate so l~ re ,  1nc1udr.s 
sklr  ad un. sullce olate and s t r ~ l  oer 
. . 
Longl tudlnal  spllcr and pad u u  mdt l  I n  c rown  panels 
IS !ncludrd 113 total  effectlve i 
Frame and c l ~ p  mat1 IS T I  GAl 4 V  Cond I 
E x t ~ u d e d  s t r l nq  i rnatl 1s TI 6A I -4V  Contl 1.1 
Formed strlnger mat1 1s T1.6AI-4V Contl I 
Sk ln  matt IS T i -6AI .4V Cond I 
S k ~ r i  rnatl IS T1.6AI-4V C o l ~ t l  I ell 
Pan4 i shown IS tn T l t ao~u rn  
a4 
FlGuHF 2-7.-BODY -BASELINE SHELL /'Rn'rlNGEMLtVT fCONCLUDEDl 
\ 
./ 
-Fl 8 "IS -; 
14 118 cell-561 kg/m3 (35 pd) PH 15-7 Mo 
13) Brazed steel 
114 cell-88kg/m3 (5.5 pcf) PH 157 Mo 
II) PH 15-7 Mo TH 1Q30 L k  ' 1.5 mil 
See Figure 2-1 for panel pci~ , t locations 
Basic dimensions-cm 
( dimensions-in. 
upr 
Panel . 
Lwr 
Panel 
Upr 
Panel 
Lwr 
Panel , 
Upr 
Panel 
Lwr 
FIGURE 2-9.-WING SKIN PANEL-BRAZED STEEL HONEYCOMB 
Point A B C D E F G H J K 
0.188 
0.074 
0.130 
(0.051) 
0.170 
(0.067) 
0.165 
269 
431 
L 
0.188 
0.074 
0.130 
(0.051) 
0.170 
(0.067) 
0.165 
,z 
34.00 
(13.38) 
39.03 
(15.37) 
30.50 
(12.00) 
30.50 
(12.00) 
3.420 
(1.35) 
3.429 
(1.35) 
0.203 
(0.080) 
0.203 
(0.080) 
0.203 
(0.080) 
0.203 
(0.080) 
4.32 
(1.70) 
4.32 
(1.70) 
3.05 
(1.20) 
3.05 
(1.20) 
\ 
3.05 
(1.20) 
3.05 
(1.20) 
l 
0.305 
(0.120) 
0.305 
(0.120) 
Aluminum brazed titanium honeycomb 
- 1 "  1 -  
464.9 kg/m3 429 pcf) SS2-60 core Ti-6Ali4V 
See Figure 2-1 for panel point locations Braze 
Basic dimensions-cm 78.50 k9/m3 (4.9 pcfl-SCA-20 core Ti-3AI-2.5V 
( )dimensions-in. It) Ti-6Al4V Cond I 
FIGURE 2- 10.-WING SKIN PANEL-AL BRAZED TITANIUM HONEYCOMB 
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Basic dimension-cm 
( ) dimensions-in. 
See figure 2-1 for panel point locations 
(Basic sheet) 
Step in chem-mill web 
Fusion weld 
13) Ti-6Al-4V Cond I 
FIGURE 2- 14.-WING SPAR-WELDED SHEET STIFFENER 
Basic dimensions-cm 
( dimensions-in. 
See figure 2-1 :or panel point locations 
Step in chern-milled web 
12) Ti-6AI-4V Cond I 
Extruded weblstiffener panel 
final shape as shown is obtained 
through machining and subsequent 
chem-milling 
FIGURE 2- 15.-WING SPAR-MACHINED SXTRUSION-SHEET STIFFENER 
Point 
249 
269 
431 
A 
83.82 
(33.0) 
58.42 
(23.0) 
33.02 
(13.0) 
B 
9.051 
(0.0201 
0.051 
(0.020) 
0.051 
(0.020) 
C 
3.61 
( 1.50) 
3.81 
(1.50) 
3.81 
(1.50) 
D 
0.127 
(0.050) 
0.127 
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0.102 
(0.0401 
E F G H 
1.52 3.81 5.59 
(0.60) (1.50) (2.20) 
1.27 2.54 5.59 
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FIGURE 2-18.-BODY SKIN PANEL-A1 BRAZED T1TAN:UM HONEYCOMB ICont~,.ucdl 
Body statlon 
crn 
l n  
C-rcumf 
location 
Sta 2252.7 
(St6 1005.0) 
Upr 
D 
Location 
Pt 
no. 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
,,,c 
core 
depth 
cm 
(in.) 
0.95 
(0.375) 
t 
I 
Outer face 
thickness 
cm 
(in.) 
0.041 
(0.016) 
1 
(0.01 0) ( 6.251 ( 9.50) 49.6 I 3 
(11,160) 
0.04 1 0.025 0.066 l a 2 1 9  shear 
(1 5,627; 
(0.0521 ( 3.75) 
Effec~ive Panel load 
cm 
(I blin.) 
Inner face 
th~ckness 
cm 
( ~ n  
0.025 
(0.010) 
Effective 
pad up and 
cm 
(1n.2) 
3 splices 
19.35 
( 3.00) 
- 
3 splices 
19.35 
( 3.00) 
- 
2 splices 
19.35 
( 3.00) 
- 
5 splices 
51.60 
( 8.00) 
- 
5 spl~ces 
40.30 
0.066 
(0.026) 
0.223 
(0.0881 
0.086 
(0.034) . 
Side 0.025 
Sta 4368.8 
1,060 shear 
( 605) 
29.580 ten 
( 6,646) 
24,791 cornp 
( 5.570) 
shear 
( 890) 
52,985 cornp 
(Sta 1720.0) 
 UP^ 
crown 
S~de 
D 
Lwr 
crown 
p 
Sta 6283.9 
(Sta 247 ..0) 
 UP^ 
crown 
S~de 
3 
Sta 7874.0 
(Sta 31 001 
1.27 
(0.50) 
1.91 
(0.75) 
2.54 
(1.00) 
1.91 
(0.75) 
3.17 
(1.25) 
I 1.81 
0.554 
(0.218) 
0.1 18 
(0.046) 
I (9,991) 
122,622 teq I 
(27.564) 
38.91 1 cornp 
( 8,750) 
-- 
6.966 shear 
( 3,9801 
60.31 7 ten 
0.074 
(0.029) 
0.043 
(0.017) 
0.108 
(0.042) 
0.182 
(0.066) 
24.15 (1 3,570) 
0.074 
(0.029) 
0.043 
(0.01 7) 
0.108 
(0.042) 
0.182 
(0.066) 
0.059 1 0.059 
(0.023) (0.023) 
0.04 1 0.025 
Frarne and floor beam spaclng IS double that of the 
basellne concept figure 2.7 because of the Improved 
stability of the sandwich shell. 
Potential 1980 des~gn alternative for minimum 
we~ght structure, prorld~ng P W D h a r e  
been successfully developed. 
This criteria may be walved by 1975 or 1980 
because of technological advancement. 
Faying surface brazing is beyond current 
technologv but a under development and 
may be evailable for 1975. 
The locatlon of the brazed frame chord on the panel IS 
critical for splice and load contln~ity. Current technology 
cannot maintain acceptable lcsation tolerances. 
Current mfg critiria allow for only a single step IQ core 
machining in a given panel because of the extreme sensltlvity 
of the braze process to fit up tolerances. 
- 
Circumferential tear strap mati IS not included in effective i 
Longitudinal tear strap mat1 IS Included In effective i. 
Frame. chord and stiffener mat1 is  Ti-6c .4V Cond I. 
448 kg/m3 (28 pcf) hlc core SS2-60 cornmercidlly pure Ti. 
to be used wtth 0 635 cm (114 In.) d ~ a  fasteners. 
224 !dm3 (14 pcfl htc core 552-30 commerc~ally pure Ti. 
to be used v:~th 0.467 cm (3116 in.) dla fasteners. 
57.7 kg/m3 (3.6 ncf) h/c core SC4-20 commercially pure TI. 
Skin matl IS Ti.6AI-4V Cond I. 
B Skin matl is Ti-6AI-4\! ''or.' I ell. Panel i shown is in T. 
FIGURE 2.-IS.-BODY SKIN PANEL-A1 BRAZED TITANIUM HONEYCOMB (Concluded) 
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SECTION 3 
MATtdIALS EVALUATION AND SELECTION 
MATERIALS FOR 1975 AND MACH 2.7 
Recommendations for Mach 2.7. based upon 1975 technology. a re  restricted to materials 
and processes that  a re  virtually proven fr,r primary airframe applications because of the  
short time remaining for development. The materials a r e  divided into three main 
categcries-Metals .  Advanced Composi tes  Adhesive Bonding,  a n d  Fuel  T a n k  
Sealant Insulation. Materials for various applications were finally selected by screening 
of potential cand~dates .  considering a combination of availability, environmental effects, 
production capability. cost. and projected s tatus of spcrifications and allowables. The 
chart in figure 3-1 iliustrates this selection process. 
The following paragraphs describe the selected materials. 
METALS 
Titanium 
Ti-6A1-4V has been modified and improved during the National SST program and the 
subsequent Department of Transportation (1)OT) funded technology follow-on program. 
The improved Ti-6A1-4V beta prnresst~d material posscsstls superior fracture and fatigue 
properties. These improved properties, however. are  achieved a t  the cxprnsr of a 3 to 
5"c strength loss and 7 to 125 higher cost. Spt~cifications for this improved Ti-6A1-4V 
have  been wri t ten and  a r e  designated Advanced Supt~rsonic Technology (AST)  
specifications. The AST Ti-6A1-4V material is recommended for high toughness and 
fatigue design applications, whtareas conventional MIL specification materials a r e  
recommended for airframe components designed primarily by strcngth or  stiffness. 
Specific recommendations for strength and stiffness designed con~ponents are  a s  follows: 
Sheet (thicknesses ,016 to . I87 inches): Ti 6A1-4V anncaled p1.r hI11,-'r-9046; 
Plate (thicknesses ,188 to 4.0 inches) Ti 6A1-4V anncalrd per MIL-'r-9046: where 
component geomtstry m~n imiz t~s  quench distortior,. higher strtangth can be gained 
using Ti 6A1-4V STA c Solution Treated and Agedr per MIL-T-9046; 
Bar and Forgings (thicknesstbs less t han  1.25 inches) Ti 6A1-4V STA per  
MIL-T-9047; 
Bar and Forgings (thi('k1lc~ssc1s 1.25 through 2.00 inrhcbs) 'l'i 6Al-GV-2Sn S'I'A per 
MIL-'r-9017; 
F:xtrusions - Ti GAI-4V Annvalrd or STA per RMS 7-44. 
Design allowables for the above materials are available from sources such as  the Eoeing 
Design Manual. 
The following materials are recommended for fracture and fatigue design applications: 
Sheet (Thicknesses .016 to .187 inches) Ti 6A1-4V Annealed per AST-1. 
Plate (thkknesses .I87 to 4.00 inches) Ti 6A1-4V Annealed per AST-2. 
Bar and Forging - Ti 6A1-4V Annealed per AST-3 
Extrusions - Ti 6A1-4V Annealed per AST-4. 
Design allowables need to be developed for the AST specification materials. In the 
interim, until such allowables are available, SST allowables for material purchased to 
XBMS 7- 174B should be used. 
In  addition to design allowables, research is required in heat treated titanium alloys to 
correct dimensional tolerance problems caused by water quenching. Depth hardening, 
another problem, is presently limited to about 1.5 inch thicknesses. 
Steel 
The following steels are recommended for design: 
Sheet and Plate PH 15-7 Mo tTh 1050 heat treat) 
Forgings 15-5 PH corrosion resistant steel and Custom 455 corrosion resistant steel 
for hot structure. 300M low alloy steel for cooled structure such a s  landing gear. 
ADVANCED COMPOSITESIADHESIVES 
Advanced composites research and development has been actively supported by 
government and industry funding for the past several years. However, only a very 
limited amount of the available data is considered applicable to Mach 2.7 commercial 
SST technology. None of the high modulus, high strength fiberous composites are 
developed sufficiently to be considered ready for primary structural applications which 
are  subjected to 50,000 hour life and -6Fj0 to 450" F thermal cycling. Much of the work to 
apply advanced composites to airframe structures has been restricted to short life 
military applications of 100 to 1,000 hours and higher temperatures, ranging from 450° 
to 600° F. Figures 3-2 through 3-4 illustrate the effect of time-temperature exposure on 
epoxy and polyimide composites based on very limited test data. 
The major technical problems remaining to be resolved for composites are: 
Material and process reliability sufficient to produce quality hardware for airframe 
structure. 
Design confidence from allowables and simulated and actual flight cycle testing. 
0 Methods for tbfficient composite/metal joint attachment to fully u t i l i ~ e  composite 
properties. 
In service reliability. maintenance, and repair experience to assure fabrication of 
relatively trouble fin- structure. 
The composite combinations described below, which are  considered to be candidate SST 
materials, a re  subject to specific technical limitations which prevent their utilization in  
airframe structure by 1975. 
Rorsic~'Aluminum (Bsc/Al)-Honeycomb sandwich face skins with titanium honeycomh 
core still require a less degrading braze process. The major portion of work completed to 
date relies on a 1-2 minute dip-braze process a t  llOO°F on relatively small p a r h  
(ref. 3-1). This process lacks necessary timeltemperature control to prevent Bsc filament 
damage in fabrication of production size panels. The development of a 900U braze alloy 
process to eliminate filament damage plus development of allowables test data does not 
appear likely for 1975 production. 
Sheet-stiffener construction utilizing t i tan ium sk ins  and BsciAl reinforcement 
fabricated by compacting the composite against the titanium may be a feasible process 
by 1975 depending upon the availability of development funds. 
Boron/Polyimide tB/PI) and GraptlitelPolyimide (GrlPI) a re  the high temperature 
organic matrix composites on which most development and evaluation has been 
conducted. These materials lack the basic technical information needed to be considered 
for sandwich face skins for Mach 2.7. 450" F by 1975. 
Additional development required to assure confidence with polyimide or other high 
temperature composite designs is listed below: 
Generation of high temperature stability and thermal cycling data combined with 
simulated stress and fatigue properties to demonstrate long time 450" F service 
capability. 
Developrr~ent of adhesive and related surface preparat ion techniques and  
supporting allowables for composite bonded assemblies. 
Development of non-porous thermally stable polymers which can he processed into 
production ,ize parts  o r  development of a seal coating system for existing 
condensation reaction heat stable polymers. 
Development of techniques for reduction of residual stress caused by different 
coeilicients of thermal expansion in metali'composite b0ndt.d assemblies under 
production operations (ref. 3-2). 
Newer polymeric sys tems,  such  as polyphenylquinoxaline ( P P Q )  and  
polyimidazoquinazoline (PIQ, which exhibit improved thermal stability will not be 
ready for 1975 production requirements. 
Adhesive bonded m ~ l n l  sandwich assemblies will not be ready for commercial SST use 
a t  Mach 2.7, 450° F. by 1973. The most thermally stable polyimide adhesive systems 
generate condensation-reaction volatiles resulting in a porous bond line. Metal surface 
preparation techniques which produce adequate bond strengths with high reliability 
remain to he developed. The composite systems, although not presently proven for ML4.-h 
2.7 primary structural application, offer significant potential improvement in airfrarw 
efficiency in the 1980+ time period. Continued development, evaluation, and generation 
of data 'n the problem areas previously discussed are necessary to assure tinlely 
utilization of these materiels in future airplane design. 
FUEL TANK SEALANT 
The only fuel tank sealant in a stage of development and testing sufficient to provide 
confidence in  its reliability is a fluorosilicone. DC-94-529, marketed by Dow Corning. it 
had been selected for use in the SST prototype, based on screening tests of fourteen 
candidate materials.  I t  h a s  been tested extensively under a contract with the  
Department  of Transportation. Test  specimens a r e  being exposed to two cyclic 
environments similar to the  conditions experienced in flight. One test  sequence 
duplicates a typical flight and the other imposes the most severe high temperature, i.e., 
440° F,  and fuel vapor environment. A third test utilizes a small sealed tank  exposed to 
al ternat ing cycles of environmental exposure and loading. The tank  sealant  has  
functioned satisfactorily after 10,000 hours of the high temperature exposure, although 
numerous small splits a re  evident. Figure 3-5 shows the test installation used for the 
tank test mentioned above. 
Studies have investigated DC-94-529 adhesion to titanium, compatibility to other 
materials, reversion resld,ance a i ~ d  repairability. Unreliable adhez 'on to titanium and 
low strength and elongation after  elevated temperature exposure are  recognized 
deficiencie: There i s  110 suitablc injection or faying surface sealant for a Mach 2.7 SST. 
FUEL TANK INSULATION 
Insulation is needed for two purposes: the systems lines routed through the fuel tanks 
must be insulated to prevent heat transfer to the fuel. and the . :nk walls and structure 
must be insulated to prevert  premature fuel vaporizatior.. The amount of insulation 
needed depends on the net conductance of the fuel tank structure. Figure 3-6 shows the 
conductance of aluminum brazed honeycomb sandwich panels, and figure 3-7 shows the 
net tank cbnductance as a function of oanel conductance. Figure 3-5 presents the 
materials considered for fuel tank insulation. 
Conduit insulation has  been developed and tested, but not optimized. The most 
practicable type is a foamed elastomeric fluoroailicone which may be slipped or slit and 
wrapped over the tubing, and joints sealed with the fluorosilicon~ fuel tank sealaat.  The 
material has  been made in a density of 20 and 40 pounds per cubic foot. Close density 
control has  therefore been impossible. Both densities functioned favorably in simulated 
flight testing. Thermal conductivity of the 40 lbicubic ft  material w- measured s t  0.4 
Btu-in ft2hr F .  Thermal conductivity of the 20 lbicubic f t  material IS e s~ ima ted  to be 
0.3 ~ tu - in , f t 2h r 'T .  Further deveiopment of materials and methods can be expected tu 
result in a reduction of both density and thermal ccnductivity by one-half. 
The type and extent of insulation for tank  strurt :re will depend upon structi., al  drqign. 
Where possible. sealed evacuated batts may be us2d consisting of ti tanium envelopes 
filled with dexlglass having a conductivity of 0.04Btu-in f t ' h r "~  and a densi t j  of 24 to 
48 Ibs cubic ft. If vacuum is lost, the K value increases to .4 Btu-in f t 'h r"~ .  The bat.ts 
may be tack welded in place or  bonaed with fuel tank sealant. This concept is in a n  
advanced stage of development. 
A flexible foam insulation may be used for areas tha t  a r e  irrcAgular in contour or too 
zrnall for batts to  be ad. qtageous. It could also be used to covchr stiffencbrs and other 
extensions into tho fuel. A density a s  low as  17 Ibs cubic ft is attainable with a K of .3 
~ t u - i n t f t Z h r " ~ .  11, can  be at tached to surfaces with fuel tank  senlcnt .  Furthe,  
development and testing are necessary to define controls needed to make i t  reproducible 
and eliminate the terldency to cause stress corrosioi; in ti tanium. 
MATERIALS FOR 1980+ AND MACH 2.7 
Material recommendations for the  Mach 2.7 Arrow Wing SS'I' based upon 19804 
technology assume completion of required developmentnl work and generation of 
structural design allowables. The three main areas of metals, compositrs adhesives. and 
fuel tank sealant,insulations a re  discussed individual'y. E'igurt. 3-3 presents the 19HO+ 
material selectiorl chart.  
METALS 
Evaluation of candidate materials indicates that  th r rc~  are n o  unrc*inforcc.d metallic 
materials likely to compete with titanium alloys. In order to bv competitive. ftbrrous 
alloys would need a large incrca-.  in strength with an associatcsd ;mprovtament in 
toughness. These two properties in the past have proven to btb n~utua l lv  rxclusivr. 
Similar comments a re  valid for the super alloys. The lower dcnsity materials. such a s  
Beryllium, a r e  nei ther  strong nor tough enough. 'I'herch apprar  to be no major 
improvements available in high temperature performancfh of t h r  aluminum alloys. Thus 
the main requirement is to devtllop improved titanium alloys. ?or damage. t.\t,hrant 
structural applications the beta processed AST sprcifications for 6A1-4V still ap,  .ar to 
be t h ~  best selection. 
New titanium alloys with higher strength properties arc1 bcing dc~vchlopcd which air  
harden in thicknesses up to 6 inches. These a re  dtasignateld 'I'i i7 .  'I'i 6 - 2 - 2 - 2 - 2 ,  Hcta (' 
and Ti 6-2-46. 
Ultra high s twngth  steel, 300M still appears to br  the hrst alloy sclc-ct~on in thch 
275-300 ksi range. A corrosion resistant alloy, AFC' 77B. wh~ch  .+as boiny: dcvcblopcd f ' c ~ i .  
u ~ e  in this strength range docts not have acccaptablr toughnc,ss and rtrc.~.; cwrrosion 
resistance. 
For high strength forgings, the corrosion resistant alloys 15-5PH and Custom 455 
continue to look attractive. MP 35N is a fairly recent super alloy development which 
may be cald worked to develop high strengths. I t  has  excellent stress corrosion 
resistance and could develop into an  excellent structural material. It is currently 
finding major use as a fastener material. 
ADVANCED COMPOSITElADHESIVES 
Advanced LxJmposites and adhesive bonding are the base from which future airplanes 
can derive increased structural eficiency and performance. The application of these 
materials to primary airframe structures designed in 1980 will depend directly upor. the 
extent of development. and related allowables and test data that are  available a t  that  
time. Such information must include data specific to a commercial supersonic airplane 
to be of benefit to the i . craft industry. 
The following technical problems in compc-;te materials require solution prior to use in 
primary airframe structures: 
1. Development of sufficient simulated and actual flight service environmental 
testing specific to commercial SST requirements and design allowables necessary to 
srpport design and production. 
2. Determination of optimum design for joining composites and metals, mechanical 
joints, and new concepts in join' configuration. 
3. Development of titanium a r d  composite surface rreparation for adhesive bonding 
in reinforced metal and bonded joint structures. 
4. Determination of basic mechanisms of failure induced by ther111a1 cycling and 
fatigue in all-composite structure and in the bond line of composite reinforced 
metal structure. 
5. Deter,nination of fracture toughness properties of all-composite structure. 
6. Preparation of material and process specifications to present standards to support 
fabrication of commercial airplane structural components. 
7. Development of in-service reliability, maintenance, and repair procedures, 
Additional rcpmmcnts specific to each candidate composite system related to required 
rlevelopmental effort and potential and existing problems are discussed below. 
The con~posite material systems most likely to be utilized in primary strdcture in the 
1980+ time span for a Mach 2.7 SST are: 
BsciAl will be available as single layer unidirectional tape for compaction to laminate 
in tailored orientation or as laminated sheet sections. The sheet sections can be hot 
formed parallel to the fiber axis  in  unidirectional laminates for ha t  or  zee 
configurations and brazed to titanium andior BsciAl sheets for stiffened wing and body 
panels. Reference 3-3 and figure 3-10 provide allowables for Bsc/Al laminate. Other 
methods of joining which may be used are resistance spot and seam welding, autoclave 
diffusion bonding. and step-press brazeibonding. 
The areas of work which remain, in addition to those listed above, are development of a 
900UF braze alloy for BsciAl face skin-Ti honeycomb structural sandwich and 
investigation of the effects of thermal incompatibility because of relatively large 
differences in the thermal expansion of the aluminum matrix and boron reinforcement. 
Application of Bsc;Al in brazed honeycomb assemblies will be paced by the braze alloy 
and braze process development. 
Material cost for BsclAl will remain high relative to boron and graphite organic matrix 
composite but should remain below the cost of other metal matrix composites. 
BorsiclTitanium (BscITi) i s  lagging about 5 years in deveioyrr~ent. relative to BsciAl 
(ref. 3-41. Titanium 1310 used in this combination is a beta-type alloy, composed of Ti 
131'-10Mo-5Zr-2.5Al which is compatible with Borsic fiber in processing. This composite 
is more svitabie for a Mach 3.2 SST because of its BOO0 F temperature capability but 
could be used in jpecialized areas of a Mach 2.7 SST. 
GraphiteiAluminum composites are available in experimental quantities alone and in 
combination with titanium sheet. The potential for this material in airframe application 
is not predictable a t  the present time. However, successful developmental work and 
favorable environmental stability could make i t  a reasonable candidate for ming and 
body structure. 
Other metal matrix composites, such a s  tungsten reinforced nickel, a r e  not 
recommended for airframe primary structure in a Mach 2.7 SST. These materials are 
being developed for 1,700°F application in airplane engines and other very high 
temperature structures. 
I t  appears that a t  least one system of CrIPI and B/PI may be available for application to 
primary structure in a Mach 2.7 airplane by about 1980. Basic allowable properties are 
listed in reference3-3 for initial properties. Design values which should be used. 
however. are approximately 50% of initial values to compensate for expected losses of 
strength due to extended 450° F exposu-. All exterior areas constructed of graphite or 
boron require lightning protection in the form of fine aluminum wire mesh bonded to 
the outer surface and cxt-nded to surrounding metal structure. 
Polyimide or ot.her high temperature stable adhesives, arc expected to be ready for 
necessary bonding of GrIPI and BIPI structures for all composite-to-metal joint areas 
and for reinforcement of metal sections. Special design precautions are required to 
prevent undue stresses caused by differences in thermal expansion in structures 
combining metal and composite parts. 
Development c i  polyphenylquinoxaline (PPQ) could offer increased thermal stability 
over polyimide iref. 3-5). The work is still in an  early stage but this material could be 
ready for primary structural applications in an  SST by about 1980 using bcron and/or 
graphite reinforcement. 
FUEL TANK SEALANT 
The fuel tank sealant which is recommended for use in a Mach 2.7 SST in 1980 is DC 
94-530, a low modulus modification of DC 94-529. It will soon be tested in the RF-12A 
to obtain service experience in supersonic flight conditions. Other candidate materials 
include: a hybrid fluorocarbon-fluorosilicone being developed by Dow Corning under 
contract to AFML. The material now in test is admittedly far from optimum and other 
variations are being investigated. The present formulation does not have the desired 
flexibility a t  low temperatures. 
Horizons Research is developing a fluorinated phosphazene. Some progress has been 
made in lr reasing the thermal stability but i t  is doubtful that it will ever have the 
necessary temperature resistance. 
Other possibilities are  a cyano-siloxane from Products Research and Chemical 
Corporation, polyfluoro-alkylene oxide from Pennisular Chemical Research, a silicone 
phosphoxide and diphenyl diphenyloxide cyano ethyl silicone from General Electric, 
polyimide from TRW Systems (TRW), and perfluorovinyl ether linked with tetrafluoro 
ethylene from du Pont. 
Evolution of a fuel tank sealant from a polymer is a long and 'ime consuming task. For 
instance, the basic polymer for DC 94- 529 already existed a t  the t.. ie a search for a 
suitable SST fuel tank sealant was started in 1963. Modifications to the polymer have 
been c~ntinuous since 1963, after deficiencies in the material were noted during 
environmental testing. To have a sealant proven superior to DC 94-529 by 1980 
requires extensive testing that should have begun early in 1974. 
FUEL TANK INSULATION 
The quality of f ~ e l  tank insulation in 1980 is not expected to be superior to curret', 
mater~als  unless extensive research and development are undertaken. The same general 
comments discussed for 1975 technology insulation concepts also apply to  
recommendations for 1980. 
3-1 M. S. Hersh and M. Featherby, "Joining of Boron:Aluminum Composites." J. 
Aircraft. Vol. 10. No 2, Feb. 1973. 
3-2 J. B. Kelley and R. R. June, Residual Stress Alleoiation of Aircraft Metal 
Structures Reinforced With Filamentary Composites, NASA CR-112207, 
January 1973. 
3-3 "Advanced Composites Design Guide (Volume I)." Los Angeles Division of North 
American Rockwell Corporation, Contract  No. F33615-71-C-1362, 
November 197 1. 
3-4 C. I;. Schmitz and A. G. Metcalfe. Evaluation of Compatible Titanium Alloy.* in 
Boron Filament Composites, AFML-TR-73-1, Solar Division of International 
Harvester Company. February 1973. 
3-5 P. M. Hergenrother, Exploratory Deuelopment Leading to Imp*oued 
Phenylquinoxaline Polymers, NASA CR-121109, The Boeing Company, Seattle. 
Washington. January 1973. 
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Symbols and abbreviab - 's 
Frame area 
Stiffener area 
Length of unloaded edge of a compression panel 
Width of a cross section or length of loaded edge of compression panel. stringer 
spacing 
Fixity coefficient for columns. distance from neutral axis to extreme fiber, or 
thickness of sandwich core 
Diameter. flexural rigidity of plates ( ~ t ~ ) 1 (  12)  or flexural rigidity per inch 
of panel edge 
Stiffener spacing, frame spacing, hole spacing, depth or height, or distance 
between centroids of sandv ich faces 
Modulus of elasticity in tension, average ratio of s ? ~ s a  LCJ strain for stress below 
proportional limit 
Modulus of elasticity in compression, average ratio of stress to strain below 
proportional limit 
Coinpression modulus of elasticity of the core material in the T-direction 
(thickness) of the core 
Reduced modulus of elasticity compression 
Secant rnodulus 
Tangent modulus 
Modulus of rupture in bending 
Allowable compressive stress 
Allowable crushing or crippling stress (upper limit of column stress for 
local failure, 
Critical compressive instability stress 
Allowable shearing stress 
Symbols 
(Continued 1 
Allowable gross area web shear stress without curvature correction 
Basic allowable curved web shear stress uncorrected for ring and stringer 
area 
Critical shear stress for buckling of rectarrgular panels 
Curved panel shear buckling stress 
Equivalent flat panel shear buckling stress of curved panel 
Incremental shear buckling stress of cxrved panel resulting from 
curvature 
Allowable shear stress in the LT-plane of the core 
Ultimate s t r e ~ s  in pure shear (this value represents the average shehri ~g 
stress over t; .s section). 
Allowable L -ive face wrinkling stress 
Allowable sl :ar st. ,s in the WT-plane of the core 
Allowable shear face wrinkling stress 
Ultimate tensile stress (from tests of standard specimens) 
Stringer compressive stress from diagonal tension 
Equivalent compressive stress resulting from thc radial load components 
from the diagonal tension of a curved panel 
Modified maximum applied stress to account for stress variation along the 
frame 
Applied shear stress 
ft Applied tensile stress 
G Modu!us of rigidity (shear) 
'3. Modulus of rigidity for the core in the LT-plane of the core 
Symbols 
(Continued) 
I 
Istr 
Jst 
K 
Reduced modulus of rigidity 
Secant modulus of rigidity 
Tangent modulus of rigidity (dFIdy) for the face material 
Core modulus of rigidity in the =-plane 
Modulus of rigidity for the core in the WT-plane of the core 
Core modulus of rigidity in the yz-plane 
Corrugated core flat length where attached to faces 
Term distinguishing stability differences of segments with one edge free and 
segments with no edges free 
Height or depth, especially the distance between centroids of chords of 
beams and trusses, total thickness of sandwich, or distance between 
centroids of beam chords 
Height of core in corrugated core sandwich 
Distance between centroids of web-to-chord rivet patterns (effective 
"webdepth ) 
Moment of inertia or effective moment of inertia of shell 
Moment of inertia of stringer 
Torsion constant of stringer 
Buckling coefficient for an isotropic plate under edgewise compression or 
diagonal tension factor 
Core shear parameter for a sandwich panel under edgewise compression 
Average core modulus of rigidity 
Net area efficiency factor 
Buckling constant for an isotropic plate under edgewise shear 
11, 
& 
M 
Mi 
Nr 
M.S. 
N 
P 
P a  
Ps 
psi 
Symbols 
(Continued) 
Face wrinkling coefficient for a sandwich panel under edgewise compression 
Length. circumferential distance along compression cap between points of 
lateral support. or ribbon dimtion of core 
Effective length to be used in lateral stability equation, shear web stiffener 
spacing 
Corrugated core flat diagonal length 
Corrugated core pitch 
Applied moment or  couple. usually a bending moment 
Moment per inch of edge length 
Allowable moment per inch 3f edge length 
Margin of safety 
Load per inch of edge length. applied at the neutral axis of the sandwich 
section 
Allowable compressive load intensity 
Applied ultimate tensile load intensity 
Cycles applied, exponent, the shape parameter for the stress-strain curve, 
or number of individual measurements or paired measurements 
Applied pressure 
Allowable lateral pressure on web 
Allowable lateral pressure on stiffener 
Pounds per square inch 
Shear flow 
Stress ratio, radius of curved panel, or effective radius of fuselage 
Shear force; buckling parameter for corrugated or truss sandwich panels; 
or core shear parameter used to determine buckling coefficienb, Krr 
Symbols 
(Concluded) 
Nominal con? cell size, developed length of circular arc 
Skin thickness or face thickness (subscripts 1 and 2 denote unequal face 
thicknesses) 
Thickness of core in corrugated core sandwich 
Thickness of face sheet in corrugated core sandwich 
Thickness of attached stiffener flange on shear web 
Dist-ibuted loading 
Effective width of buckled skin 
Curved web correction factor 
Coefficient related to increase in s h ~ a r  buckling stress of curved panels 
due to internal pressure 
Unit tensile strain corresponding to Fn, 
Poisson's ratio 
Radius of mration 
SECTION 4 
STRUCTURAL CONCEPTS EVALUATION 
INTRODUCTION 
The structural concepts defined in  Section 2 have been evaluated and the most 
satisfactory concepts selected for use on the various areas of the airplane. I t  is, of 
course, impossible to consider the design of the complete airplane with both limited 
time and budget. Therefore. three specific locations on the wing and ten locations on the 
fuselage were used as evaluation points and the applicable concepts studied at  each 
point. 
Each applicable concept was compared to the others a t  these points, considering factors 
such a s  weight, manufacturing complexity, stiffness. maintainability, fatigue, fail 
safety. thermal conductance, and material cost. The folluwing paragraphs describe in  
greater detail the evaluation procedure and final selections. 
DESIGN LOADS AND CRITERIA 
The design loads and criteria used for preliminary sizing and structural concept 
evaluation are the flight and ground loads determined for the 969-336C airplane and 
summarized in reference 4-1. The flight loads contained therein represent the critical. 
symmetric nlaneuver conditions at both positive and negative load factors. These loads 
were obtained from a n  aeroelastic analysis in which the airplane's aerodynamic 
characteristics were computed on 93 panels using a planar approximation of the 
linearized potential flow theory. The elastic nature of the structure was accounted for 
through use of a flexiblity matrix generated from a finite element model of the 
airplane's structure. 
Landing impact loads are based on a dynamic analysis which included the first six 
symmetric elastic modes, airplane vertical translation and pitch. The airplane is 
trimmed with the aerodynamic lift equal to the gross weight a t  impact. 
The loads in the taxi condition are based on a static analysis in which the airplane 
center of gravity is assumed to experience a limit load factor of 2.0 and the inertia loads 
are balanced by vertical ground reactions a t  the wheels. 
The fuselage panel design loads used to evaluate the structural concepts are listed in 
figure 2-3 with the panel locations defined in figure 2-7. These fuselage loads are 
derived from the shear and bending moment curves presented in figures 4-1 and 4-2 
respectively. The ultimate design loads and locations used to evaluate the structural 
concepts for wing panels and spars are shown in figure 2-1. 
STRUCTURAL SIZING 
This section presents the analytical procedures used to size the various structural 
concepts selected for evaluation. concepts for wing panels, wing spars and fuselage 
panels were sized to design strength requirements. The control points at which the 
concepts were sized were selected to represent diverse design conditions a s  well a s  a n  
extensive range of load magnitude. The design conditions (loads and thermal 
environment) used for the concept sizing were taken from the SCAT-15F study (ref. 4-1). 
The geometry, such as spar spacing, frame spacing and spar depth, is thnt of the model 
969-512B a t  the particular control point. 
The concepts, sized by these procedures, were then evaluated for weight, shear stiffness, 
fatigue and fail safe capabilities. The resultant values for the various concepts 
considered, supplemented by values for the additional rating attributes, form?d the 
basis for the structural concept selection reported below. 
WING PANEL CONCEPTS 
The analysis procedures used to size the various wing panel concepts are  presented in 
this section. Control points were selected on the wing planform for evaluation of 
concepts for three upper and three lower surface panels. These points represent a 
spectrum of wing panel loading ranging from the lightly-loaded strake region forward of 
the wheel well to the highly-loaded main box af t  of the wheel well. The critical design 
conditions, loads and thermal environment are shown in figure 2-1. For lower surface 
concepts. 40% bending reversal was assumed to obtain compressive design loads. 
Instability failure under biaxial compression and shear is discussed for each concept in 
the applicable paragraph below. For biaxial tension and shear, the panel was checked 
for maximum principal tension and maximum shear stress. The tension allowable for all 
panels (multi-load path) is 0.9 of the "B" value for FTu, while the shear allowable is 0.9 
of the "B" value for Fsu. The 0.9 factor derives from a 10% allowance for the co,mbined 
effects of area-out and section net area efficiency. Thus, until these combined effects 
exceed 1W, only the gross area stresses need be considered. This is consistent with 
design practice for wing panel sizing. Requiring each wing panel to be sized for net area 
stresses for such a low proportion of area-out would disproportionately increase the 
effort required relative to the accrued benefits. 
Design details for the spanwise splices are in accordance with design practices for 
integral fuel tank panels. Stiffener-to-panel attachments were designed to provide load 
transfer capability for fail safe requirements. 
With the limited loads data available, the fatigue evaluation of the strength-sized 
panels was' based on ground-a~r-ground (GAG) cycle stresses with fatigue reliability 
factors, fatigue detail ratings and GAG damage ratios estimated from the National SST 
Program results. 
Skin-Stringer 
The analysis procedure used to size the skin-stringer panels is presented in this section. 
Two geometrically distinct but analytically similar concepts are considered-riveted 
skin-stringer and integral skin-stringer. Both concepts have primary stringers oriented 
in the spanwise direction. The integral skin-stringer panels have secondary, chordwise 
unflanged stringers a t  the same pitch as  the primary stringers a t  wing control points 
having high chordwise compression loads. Figure 4-3 illustrates these two skin-stringer 
concepts and defines the geometric notation used below. 
Skin buckling is considered first. Since no other structure exists to carry the chordwise 
compression loads. the skin must not buckle prior to ultimate load when subjected to 
combined biaxial compression and shear. 
The allowable spanwise compressive stress for skin buckling is given by 
where K is the classical plate buckling c ..d- 1-nt. Since the panel aspect ratio is large 
(or with secondary stiffeners is unity) and the panel edges are assumed to be simply 
supported, K is taken as  the asymptotic value 3.62. From a graph of F vs. FIE, 
determine F.,. This graph is based on the reduced modulus Er =-. Finally, the 
ratio of applied to allowable stress is determined. 
The allowable chordwise compressive stress is given by 
where K is taken as 
1. 0.904 in the absence of secondary chordwise stiffeners (this corresponds to wide 
column behavior of length b). 
2. 3.62 in the presence of secondary chordwise stiffeners which have a pitch b equal 
to that of the primary stiffeners. 
As above, F,, is determined from a graph of F vs. FIEr; then, the ratio of applied to 
allowable stress is determined. 
The allowable shear stress for skin buckling is ,riven by 
where K, is taken as 12.56 for the large aspect ratio panel with simply supported edges. 
From a graph of Fs vs. Fs/Gs determine Fscr. This graph is based on the secant shear 
modulus. Then. determine the ratio of applied to allowable shear stress. 
To predict the skin buckling margin of safety for combined biaxial compression and 
shear, the method of stress ratios presented in reference 4-2 for a panel aspect ratio of 
one (four) for a section having (no) secondary stiffeners is used. 
The next step in the analysis is to determine the critical spanwise stress for the 
skin-stringer (primary) combination. This is outlil-ed in the following steps: 
1. Determine the stringer crippling stress F,,. For each flange element, determine its 
length-to-thickness ratio blt. Divide this ratio by the term gf which distinguishes 
stability differences of segments with one edge free and segments with no edgee 
free. For Ti-6Al- 4V Condition 1, gf = 1.0(2.3) for an element having one (no) edge 
free. With this value of bigft, enter an  empirical crippling curve for Ti-6A1-4V to 
determine the ifh flange crippling stress F,, . For a stringer having n flanges, the 
stringer crippling stress is given by 
2. For a section composed of a primary stringer and its associated skin (one stringer 
pitch wide), determine the section radius of gyration p. 
3. Determine the slenderness ratio Lip of the section based on the rib or former 
spacing L assuming the rib or former provides simple support to the section: 
4. With the calculated values for the crippling stress F,, and the slenderness ratio 
Lip, calculate the Johnson-Euler column allowable 
where KI- = 1 + 4F,.,/E. 
5. Calculate the Euler-Engesser column allowable 
6. The lower of these two column allowables, or the spanwise skin buckling allowable, 
is taken as  the critical spanwise stress for the skin-stringer (primary) combination. 
For sections having secondary chordwise stringers, determine the critical chordwi~e 
stress for the skin-stringer (secondary) combination. The procedure to predict this 
allowable is analogous to that used for the skin-stringer (primary) combination, except 
the length is taken equal to the primary stringer spacing. The critical chordwise stress 
is again taken equal to the lower of the two column allowables or the chordwise skin 
buckling allowable. 
Additionally, the stringer moment of inertia must be a t  least the value given by the 
following equation to provide stability under the shear loading. 
This equation is for a skin and stringer of common material. The parameters are 
d - stringer spacing 
t - skin gage 
h, - effective "web'' depth 
f, - applied shear stress 
- 
G,  - reduced shear modulus \ r ~ ; ~ t  
For a primary (spanwise) stringer, the following geometry pertains 
d - primary stringer spacing 
hr - rib or former spacing 
For a secondary (chordwise) stringer, the following geometry applies 
d - secondary stiffener spacing 
h, - primary stringer spacing. 
Integrally Machined Waffle 
The analysis procedure used to size the integrally machined OU-90° waffle panels is 
presented in this section. The following assumptions are made: 
1. Optimum design occurs when all modes of instability occur simultaneou-!y. 
2. The rib-to-skin fillet (see fig. 4-4) is ignored. 
3. Shear loads are carried in the skin only. 
4. Simply supported edges are assumed at  the panel boundaries and a t  the rib-skin 
intersections. 
5.  Axial loads are carried in both the skin and the stiffeners (ribs) parallel to the 
axial load. 
The geometry and nomenclature are shown in figure 4-4. The waffle has square pockets 
and identical ribs in both directions. 
For local rib instability under compressive load, the rib is considered to be a long plate 
with loaded edges and one unloaded edge simply supported; while the other unloaded 
edge is free. The critical load intensities in the x- and y-directions are given by 
The 0.388 factor is the asymptotic value for an infinitely long plate with the noted 
boundary conditions. 
Local instability qf the skin for each of the applied loads is given by 
The factors 3.82 and 8.15 for the compressive and shear instability derive from tne plate 
aspect ratio oi unity with the assumed simply supported edges. Denoting the applied 
load interlsitiv as  Nx, NS and NxS 
define P as 
f i  = I f o r  N\ K h  < I 
or 
13 = N, Y, t 'or S, V, >- I 
The ratios of applied to allowable stress are given by 
Noting by assumption 3. that  a rib is loaded only by compressive lcads parallel to that 
rib gives 
s-I. . \ = s t o r  \ \, i l (4-18, 
and substituting in the above stress ratios with the proviso that the rib and skln local 
instabilities occur simultaneously gives 
where 
For the skin local instability mode of failure. the critical combination of biaxial 
compression and shear loads is glven by 
Rs + R,. + R,!.- = I (4-23) 
General instability of the panel for transverse ( Y compression. longitudinal (X) 
compression. or shear acting singly is given by 
I ' \: 11 = T I -  L ( r i d e  column formula) 
- ir 
. a ; I  > -, 
= 2 -  I L  (ref. 4-3 and ref. 4-4, Part VII) 
-c r 
( ' I  = ~ r '  IISr L' ref. 4-3. Part VII) \\! (,. 
where 
and from the Appendix of reference 4-5 
The roef'ficients 2 and 4 in the equation for N::.~  and^:!^^, respectively. were assumed 
for preziminary design purposes and may underpredict the respective allowables. 
Substituting for the geometric parameters in the equation for N:, and noting that 
ST N x  = BNxo gives 
where 
GI GI Similar substitutions into the equations for N,,., and Nxs,, yields. respectively. 
and 
The interaction for panel general instability under combined biaxial compression and 
shear is given in terms of stress ratios as  
This assumes a panel aspect ratio of a t  least 3.5. 
The analytical procedure set forth in this section has been automated on the CDC 6600 
computer. The automated procedure consists of a solution of the skin local instability 
interaction formula (as constrained by rib instability) which gives 
and the panel general instability interaction formula (as  constrained by local 
instability). giving 
For a giver. set of loads and panel width. a value is assumed for rt. The program then 
iteratively solves for the detail panel geometry which has the minimum value of ;L 
lie., least weight). Design charts are available for a wide range of N,,./N, and NyIN, 
values. 
Cellular Core Sandwich 
The equations used to size the cellular core sandwich panels are presented in this 
section. The general instability and local instability modes of failure are considered. 
The allowable spanwise compressive stress (general instability) for a sandwich with 
isotropic faces of unequal thickness t l  and t? is given by 
where E, = 2EEtit E+ Et), and for all edges simply supported 
In the formula for Kc, y is the loaded (spanwise) direction and the number of half-wave 
buckles 11 is taken equal to th? panel aspect ratio a h .  Since the typical panel aspect 
ratio is large, the buckling coefficient K is taken as the asymptotic value 3.62. The core 
shear moduli are obta~ned by test and are typically presented as shown in figure 4-5. 
The allowable chordwise compressive stress for general instability is conservatively 
taken a s  the wide-column allowable. The equations above apply except for loaded edges 
simply supported with remaining edges free 
where again, b is the length of the loaded edge and y is the loaded (chordwise) direction. 
The allowable inplane shear stress (general instability) for a sandwich with isotropic 
faces of unequal thickness. t l  and tz is given by 
. I , .  
where 
and Ks is the shear buckling coefficient for the panel aspect ratio aib. For the typical 
large panel aspect ratio, a value of 12.56 is taken for I<,. 
To predict the general instability margin of safety for combined biaxial compression and 
shear, the method of stress ratios presented in reference 4-2 for a panel aspect ratio of 
four is used. 
The local instability modes of failure are considered in the following paragraphs. These 
modes are intracell buckling, iace wrinkling and shear (core) crimping. 
The allowable compressive intracell buckling stress for a sandwich with isotropic faces 
is given by 
where s is the diameter of a circle inscribed in a core cell, and t is the thinner of the 
two face sheets. This is seen to be equivalent to compressive buckling of a simply 
supported isotropic plate when the retio of the length of the unloaded edge is any 
integer multiple of the length of the loaded edge. Note that the allowable is  independent 
of the core orientation. 
The allowable shear intracell buckling stress 1, a sandwich with isotropic faces is 
given by 
where s an1  t are  defined as in the preceding paragraph. Again. this allowable is 
independen: . b f  core orientation. 
To predict the !.!trace11 buckling margin of safety for combined biaxial compression and 
shear, the method of stress ratios t ref. 4-2) for a panel aspect ratio of unity is used. 
The allowable compressive face wrinkling stress is given by 
where q = [~sE~+E,) : I ] ' '~  and K,== 0.6. This formula considers failure from core 
crushing and face separation. 
The allowable compressive load intensity for core shear crimping failure is 
if the applied load parallels the core L-direction. For applied load parallel to the core 
W-direction. the appropriate core shear modulus G\,. is used. 
Since the margins of safety for face wrinkling and core shear crimping for the major 
component of compression load Ispanwise) were large, the effect of combined biaxial 
compression and shear loads on these failure modes was not considered. 
Corrugated Core Sandwich 
The analysis procedure used to size the corrugated core sandwich panels is outlined 
below. The general instability and local instability modes of failure are considered. 
Figure 4-6. a cross section, defines the notation used. The core is oriented to be effective 
for spanwise I longitudinal) loads. 
This procedure correlates well with the data (curves) presented in reference 4-1 for 
30-inch spar spacing. However, the 35-inch spar spacing for the model 969-512B 
required calculation of new allowables for general instability. 
The allowable spanwise compressive stress for general instability for a sandwich having 
equal-thickness isotropic faces is obtained by the following steps: 
1. Calculate 
where S is obtained from charts based on reference 4-6. 
2. Calculate 
3. Calculate J = UIC 
P P 
4. Then Nx = KxC. where Kx = K,AI and Kx and A ,  are from charts of reference 4-7. 
5. Calculate 
6. From a graph of F vs. F!EI. for Ti-6A1-4V (condition l) ,  determine F. This graph is 
based on a reduced modulus 
7. Calculate the ratio of applied stresslallowable stress. 
The allowable chordwise compressive stress for general instability is obtained by: 
1. Calculate N, = K,C, with J, U, and C from above. Ky is from a chart of 
reference 4-7. 
; c 
: i 
; $ ; I 
~ L J  
k ( ., ,. 
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2. Calculate 
3. From the graph of F vs. F,E, for Ti-6A1-4V. obtain F. 
4. Calculate the ratio of applied stress:allowable stress. 
The at. lwable inplane shear stress for general instability is obtained by: 
* 
1. Calculate Q = K,C, with J.  U and C from above, and K, = Ksh2h3. Ks. A2 and hs 
are from charts of reference 4-7. 
2. Calculate 
3. From a graph of Fs vs. Fs,Gs for Ti-6A1-4V. determine Fs. This graph is based on 
the secant shear modulus. 
4. Calculate the ratio of applied stressiallowable stress. 
To predict the general instability margin of safety for combined biaxial compression and 
shear, the method of stress ratios of referencd 4-2 for a panel aspect ratio of four is used. 
The test data of reference 4-8 for biaxial compression indicate this method is only 
slightly conservative when the ratio of transverse to longitudinal load is small. The 
shear test data of reference 4-8 correlates well with this method which incorporates the 
correction fpctor of reference 4-7. Test data are not available for combined biaxial 
compression and shear. This mathod may be slightly conservative based on the 
correlations noted above. 
The allowable spanwise compressive stress for local instability is determined as 
outlined below. The sandwich must be checked for core and face sheet failur:!. 
1. Calculate the core fixity coefficient 
2. Calculate 
where K, is from the chart of reference 4-9. 
3. From a graph of F vs. FIE, for Ti-6A1-4V. determine F (for core failure). 
4. Calculate the face sheet fixity coefficient 
5. Calculate 
where KC is from the chart of reference 4-9. 
6. From a graph of F vs. FIE, for Ti-6A1-4V. determine F (for face sheet failure). 
7. Using the  lower of these two allowable stresses,  calculate the  ra t io  of 
appliediallowable stress. 
The allowable chordwise compressive stress for local instability is obtained by (face 
sheet critical): 
1. Calculate 
where K is from the chart of reference 4-10. 
2. From a graph of F vs. FIE, for Ti-6A1-4V, determine F 
3. Calculate the ratio of appliediallowable stress. 
The allowable shear stress for local instability is obtained in the following steps. Core 
and face sheet failure must be investigated. 
1. Calculate 
where Kc is the coefficient determined for local instability under longitudinal 
(spanwise) load. 
2. From a graph of Fs vs. FsiGs for Ti-6A1-4V, determine Fs (core local buckling 
stress). 
3. Calculate 
where Kr is the coefficient for face sheet local instability under longitudinal load. 
4. From a graph of Fs vs. Fs/Gs for Ti-6A1-4V, determine F, (face sheet buckling 
stress). 
5 Using t h ~  lower of . i. -.se two allowables, calculate the ratio of appliediallowable 
stress. 
To pE?i:; r3t. Itxai i~ls~abil i ty margin of safety for combined biaxial compression and 
shear, tlie I:. % t t t d  ;:  tress ratios of reference 4-2 for a panel aspect ratio of four is used. 
Note that ?Iiis m:irgin of safety is applicable only for face sheet failure since the core is 
loaded on!, by a\~,x~wise load and shear. The core local instability margin of safety is 
obtained from the interaction equation tR, +  if s 1) for spanwise compression and 
shear. The margin of safety is given by 
The local instability margin of safety is the lower of these two values. 
Test data are available for local buckling failure of corrugated core sandwich under 
longitudinal, transverse, and biaxial compression loads (reference 4-8 and Boeing test 
data from the National SST Program). Correlation of this analysis method and these 
test data indicates the method is 
1. conservative for longitudinal load (eight geometrically identical Ti-6A1-4V panels 
exhibited test stresses varying from 80 to 11 1 ksi-72 ksi predicted) 
2. within + 1 for transverse load 
3. generally unconservative for biaxial compression for 17- 7PH (TH 1050) panels, but 
slightly conservative for Ti- 6A1-4V panels. 
WING SPAR CONCEPTS 
The analysis procedures used to size the candidate wing spar concepts are presented in 
this section. Each concept was sized a t  each of the three wing control points previously 
noted. As for the wing panels. these control points provid~ a wide range for the spar 
design parameters. Since the design loads for the wing spars were not available from 
the SCAT-15F study documentation (ref. 4-1). the baseline structure defined therein 
was evaluated to determine its load-carrying capabilities. These loads were then used to 
design the competing wing spar concepts a t  each control point as outlined in the 
subsequent sections. 
Sheet-Stiffener 
The analysis procedure used to size the sheet-stiffener spars is presented in this section. 
Two geometrically distinct but analytically similar concepts are considered-riveted 
sheet-stiffener and integral sheet-stiffener. For shear loading, Wagner's criterion 
indicates that for all design, considered, the intermediate tension field shear webs are 
the most efficient design. That is 6 ! h  < 7 where S is the shear load in pounds and h is 
the web depth in inches. 
Lipp's method, as outlined below, was used to design and strength check the spar 
designs under shear loading. The allowable web shear flow q for a stiffener area (As) to 
web area I P tb ratio of .5 is given by 
where t is the web thickness and FTL' is the web material ultimate tension allowable. 
For values .of A,/( Pt)  other than 0.5, the allowable shear flow is corrected by the factor 
k from figure 4-7. 
Having established the web gage required for the applied shear loading, the stiffener 
requirements for the intermediate web in shear are 
The stiffener spacing P should be 6 to 9 inches. 
The slenderness ratio (hlp) of the stiffener should not exceed 80 (p is the radius of 
gyration of the stiffener section about i ts  centroidal axis parallel to the plane of 
the web.) 
The stiffener-to-skin area ratio (As/ Qt) should not be less than 0.3. 
The stiffener moment of inertia I to prevent shear general instability before web 
buckling is given by I = 0.321 ht3( Q lh)-' 
For stiffeners riveted to the web, the following constraints on the attached stiffener 
leg thickness t, relative to the web thickness t should be observed: 
for t < 0.032, t, = 2t 
The web-to-chord attachment requirement is a function of the ratio of the applied shear 
stress fs to the web shear buckling stress FsCr The ratio of the required attachment 
shear flow q, to the applied shear flow q is given below for selected ranges of fslFscr . 
For 
I,/F < 4, qc/q =. 1903 log ( fslFs ) + 1.0 
'C r cr 
. , 20 < fs,'F < 100, q,/q = .I007 log ( 1,; F, ) + l .OOX 
'c r c r 
For single stiffeners riveted to the web, the attachment requirement in terms of 
effective shear flow q, is given by qs = 0.85q (As/@ t). The tensile strength requirement of 
0.29q is necessarily satisfied if conventional protruding head rivets are used. 
After the fastener patterns to satisfy the above attachment requirements are defined, 
the web must be checked to verify that the web net area shear stress does not exceed 
the web material ultimate shear stress. 
To complete the sizing, the web and stifft: >r must be sized for the lateral load resulting 
from refueling overpressurization or the 6.0g crash condition. It is noted that the 
stiffener is on the side of the web opposite to which the pressure is applied. Thus the 
web-to-stiffener load is transmitted by bearing rather than by rivet tension and the 
stiffener outstanding flange will be in tension. I t  is assumed that the web acts as a 
diaphragm between adjacent stiffeners in transmitting the pressure load. It is further 
assumed that the web as sized by the shear load requirements works in diaphragm 
tension to the strain rTr corresponding to the material ultimate tension allowable. Thus 
the ratio of the stiffener spacing P to the developed length s of the circular arc 
diaphragm between adjacent stiffeners is given by 
From the geometry of the circular arc of length s and radius R which subtends a chord 
of length P and a central angle 28 i t  follows that 
Expanding the sine function into a Maclaurin's Series. 
Equating the previous equations for P 1s gives 
This last equation is solved for 8. Then R is given by 
With tnis value for R determine the allowable lateral pressure loading p, on the web 
from 
The stiffener of length h is assumed to have simply supported ends. The allowable 
lateral pressure loading p, on the stiffener is given by 
where I is the stiffener moment of inertia, c is the extreme fiber distance to the stiffener 
outstanding flange from the jtiffener centroid, and Q , h and FTC are defined above. 
Corrugated Web 
The analysis procedure used to size the corrugated (120° circular arc) spar webs is 
presented below. The general and local instability modes of failure under shear loading 
are considered. The webs within fuel tanks are also sized to preclude failure under 
~a te ra l  (pressure) loading. This lateral loading results from refueling valve ralfunction 
which produces a 9.0 psig ultimate pressurr, on tank boundary spars and ribs. Lateral 
loading on intermediate (i.e.. nonboundary 1 fuel tank spars results from the fuel 
containment requirement for a 6.0 g ultimate aft-acting acceleration (crash condition). 
Tile instability analysis is predicated on the requirement that the chord-to-web 
attachment maintain the shape of the web corrugation and provide restraint against 
corrugation warping relative to the chord-to-web attarhment plane. These attachment 
lequirements are satisfied by a continuous weld. 
Test data for this construction are quite limited; so, consequently, the instability 
analysis presented herein is considered applicable only for the configuration shown in 
figure 4-8. The buckling equations are from reference 4-11. The notation used in the 
analysis is defined as figure 4-8. 
The allowable shear stress for general instability is given by 
where the reduced modulus E, = .83E, + .17E1, and the value of K is taken as 1.47 
corresponding to the simply supported edge condition. 
For the local instatili ty fai1ui.e mode, the allowable shear stress is  giver. by 
where the reduced modulus K, = I EE1 ~ ' f i .  and K is taken as 1.55 
To size the webs for lateral pressure loads, one full-wave of the corrugated web is 
analyzed a s  a uniformly loaded fixed-ended beam spanning between the upper and lower 
chcrd-to-panel attachment planes. The extreme fiber stress in bending i s  given by 
where w = 2 13 Rp, and p = 9.0 psi for reftieli . overpressurization, or 6.09 psi for the 
6.0 g crash condition and 35-inch spar spaclrip 
Since no test data  exists for lateral Ioatl~ng, the allowable extreme fiber stress wap 
conservative'v limited to the critical buckling stress for uniform compressive axial 
loading. 
Cellular Core Sandwich Web 
The analysic procedure used to size the cellular core sandwich spar webs is presented in 
this  section. For shear loading. the general and local instability modes a r e  considered. 
The webs within fuel tanks are also sized to preclude. failure under lateral (pressure) 
loading. This lateral loading results from refueling valve malfunction which produces a 
9.0psig ultimate pressure on tank  boundary spars and ribs. Lateral loading on 
intermediate c1.e.. nonboundary) fuel tank spars results from the fuel containment 
requirements for a 6.0 g ultimate aft-acting accelvration (crash i:,ndition). 
The allowable inplane shear strem (gCnerr: instability) for a sandwich with   so tropic 
faces of unequal thickness t l  and t2 is give1 by 
( I , .  
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where Gr = 2GCt/tG+G1).&., = 112(Gx, + C,,). and Ks is the shear buckling coefficient 
for the web aspect ratio. Since the web aspect ratios are large, a value of 12.56 is taken 
for Ks. 
The allowable shear intracell buckling stress (local instability) for a sandwick web with 
isotropic faces is given by 
Fs= I - , , ,  (4-65) 
where s is the diameter of a circle inscribed in a core cell. and t is the thinner of the 
two face sheets. This allowable is independent of core orientation. 
The epsr must be further checked for bending resulting from the lateral (pressure) 
!oading. Since the degree of fixity provided by the spar-to-panel joint is ditficult to 
estimate, it has been conservatively assumed that the spar is simply-supported for 
purposes of checking web bending and fully-fixed for checking bending in the 
spar-to-panel attachment regior,. 
So for the wet, determine the maximum web bending moment per inch. Mi. 
where p is the applied pressure and Q is the st  .:r depth. From this moment calculate 
the maximum stress in each face sheet. 
\ I i  ,\I 
fl =- 3lld t.7 =- l i t  I' - dt1  
- 
where d = h -l;2(tl + b). 
The allowable face sheet stress in tension is the ultimate tension allowable FTL'. The 
allowable face sheet stress in compression is the lowest of the following: 
1. Compressive yield stress F,,, 
2. Allowqble compressive intracell buckling stress which for isotropic faces is given 
by 
where s is a s  defined above and t is the thickness of the face sheet in compression. 
Allowable compressive face wrinkling stress is given by 
where r) = [13E1 + ~ , 1 1 4 ] ' b  and Ke. .- 0.6. This formula considers failure from 
core crushing and face separation. 
For single edge attachment of the web to the spar chord, the web-attachment leg of 
the chord is checked for a bend;-g moment per inch, Mi, 
where p is the pressure and Q the spar depth. Since this is a n  ultimate condition, 
the bending modulus of rupture. Fb, for the rectangular cross section is used as the 
allowable. Thus the allowable moment per inch, Mr. is given by 
where t is the thickness of the web-attachment leg. The margin of safety is then 
given by 
FUSELAGE PANEL CONCEPTS 
The critical design conditions for the fuselage pane' concepts were taken from the 
SCAT-15F study (ref. 4-1) and are shown in figure 2-t The loads shown are ultimate 
desigv loads except for the "1.0 g Cruise-Panel Stability Critical" condition which is 
indicated on body side and lower centerline control point locations. This design 
condition was established on the  National SST Program to satisfy fatigue and 
aerodynamic smoothness considerations. Essentially, this design condition requires that 
"no buckling shall occur at 1.1 times the flight loads existing during steady-state 
cruise. Actual temperatues and pressures shall be considered." 
For the ultimate design conditions, the pressure was conservatively neglected when 
acting as a relieving load. 
Panels bounding the pressurized compartment were designed with an ultimate factor of 
2.67 on the maximum operating pressure of 10.78 psi (6400 foot cabin pressure a t  
65.000 feet). This ultimate load is equivalent to a 2.4 factor on a n  assumed relief valve 
pressure of 11.97 psi. This pressure design condition is applicable only a t  room 
temperature and is not combined with any other loads. 
Panel design for flight loads combined with pressure (if not relieving) used an  ultimate 
factor of 1.67 on the operating pressure differential. For altitudes above 32,300 feet this 
is equivalent to a 1.5 factor on the relief valve pressure. 
Fatigue analysis using rational fatigue load spectra encompassed work beyond the scope 
of this s. ~ d y .  Hoknver. experience gained from the National S T  h o g r a m  indicates 
that 50,000 hours U. life can be achieved with a similar body shell if 
1. the limit steady-state stresses are restricted to 42 ksi (annealed Ti-6A1-4V), and 
2. structural details are designed to a fatigue quality consistent with that  used on the 
Program. 
The panel control points selected for evaluation of the fuselage panel concepts were 
established to be representative of the broad spectrum of design conditions and load 
intensities encountered on the fuselage. The critical design conditions for the selected 
control points are all symmetric conditions. Consequently, shear loads do not exist a t  
the upper and lower fuselage centerline control points and bending (i.e.. axial) loads do 
not exist a t  the fuselage side-panel control points. 
Skin-Stringer 
The skin-stringer concept was selected as  the baseline concept for comparative 
evaluation since i t  is the most prevalent concept in current fuselage design. This 
concept was selected for the National SST and was also the chosen fuselage panel for 
the SCAT-15F study. The initial panel sizing for each of the fuselage control points was 
taken from the SCAT-15F study. Each was then updated to insure an optimum baseline 
concept which had been designed and analyzed in accordance with the ground rules 
established for this study. 
Stringer spacings selected were the result of local panel stringer spacing optimization 
as  well as the practical requirements associated with the required stringer continuity 
along the length of the fuselage. 
The minimum skin gage was established as  0.03 inches on the basis of pressurized cabin 
criteria and manufacturing handling considerations. 
Sizing for ultimate tension loads is based on 
where 
A, = As + bt 
As = stringer area 
b = stringer spacing 
t = nominal skin gage 
R = fuselage radius 
KSA = net area efficiency factor 
d = frame spacing 
Nt = ultimate tensile load intensity 
Sizing for ultimate compression loads is based on the procedure outlined below: 
1. The crippling stress. Fcci, i s  established for each element of the stringer from 
curves similar to that  shown in figure 4-9. 
2. The stringer crippling stress is calculated as the area-weighted average of the n 
stringef element crippling stresses, i.e., 
3. The effective width of buckled skin is calculated as 
 where'^, is the estimated allowable compressive stress. 
4. The area and moment of inertia of the effective skin and stringer section is 
calculated. 
5. Assuming simply supported ends at adjacent frames, the  effective section 
slenderness ratio is calculated. Using the normalized Johnson-Euler curves of 
figure 4-10. the ratio of the allowable column stress to the allowable crippling 
stress tf, F,,) is determined. 
6. Using the ratio F,/F,, and the crippling stress Frcavg from 2. above, the allowable 
column stress F, is obtained. 
7. The F, is then cornpaled to the minimum crippling stress Fcci for any stringer 
element and the lower is taken as the allowable column stress. Generally, if the 
minimum crippling stress FCci for any stringer element governed, the stringer 
section was modified to a more efficient geometry. 
8. Having established the allowable column stress. the effective skin width was 
re-calculated and the subsequent procedure repeated until the procedure converges. 
9. The allowable column stress was never permitted to exceed the compressive yield 
strength. 
Sizing to preclude compressive buckling for the "1.0 g Cruise-Panel Stability Critical" 
condition was performed as shown below: 
1. With the appropriate geometric parameters and a value of 0.3 for Poisson's ratio, 
the buckling coefficient K was determined from figure 4-1 1. 
2. For the 1.0 g cruise condition the internal pressure is either 10.78 psi or zero 
depending upon the panel location. When the pressure is zero. sir,lply supported 
edges are assumed. For 10.78 psi pressure, fixed edges are assumed and the 
increase in axial-compressive buckling stress is determined from figure 4-12. 
The fuselage side panel sizing procedure is outlined below. As noted earlier, I 1) the 
pressure was conservatively neglected when acting as a relieving load and (2)  no 
bending stresses exist in the side panels. Thus. the ultimate design load is shear acting 
singly. The analysis that follows is applicable for intermediate shear webs li.e.. a shear 
web which buckles between and 10Wc of the design ultimate load). That portion of 
the shear in excess of the buckling load is carried by diagonal tension in the web and 
compressive loads in the frames and stringers. The panel buckling stress is given as  the 
equivalent flat panel value plus the increased allowable resulting irom curvature. 
I:\ = I - .  + I:.;, crc 'crf' ~ r 4  
where 
in which Ks is taken as 5.25, and 
The compressive stress in the stringer resulting from the diagonal tension is given by 
where A = 1 when direct compression is zero 
and; Ast. Ist and Jst are section properties of the stringer only. The radial load 
components resulting from the diagonal tension in a curved panel are carried by 
stringer bending but are considered in this analysis as an equivalent compressive stress 
given by 
To establish the allowable shear stress as limited by the stringer the following 
procedure is used; 
1. Estimate an allowable shear stress f, 
2. Calculate f,' and f," per above equations 
3. Calculate the allowable column stress of the stringer assuming that  no skin is 
effective in conjunction with the stringer and the stringer has an  end fixity 
coefficient of two a t  the frames (i.e., L'lp = dlpd2). 
4. The stringer design is satisfactory when the sum of fc' and fc" is equal to the 
stringer allowable column stress. 
Next, to determine the allowable shear stress as limited by the web; 
1. Estimate an allowable shear stress f, 
2. Zalculate the parameters f,/F,,, and 300 tdlRb 
3. With these parameters enter figure 4-13 and obtain the diagonal tension factor K. 
4. With K and the minimum ultimate tensile strength FTU for the material ( a t  
temperature). enter figure 4-14 and determine the allowable gross area flat-web 
shear stress Fsall 
With the parameters Astibt and Afra,,:'dt enter figure 4-15 to get the curved web 
correcticn factor 1. 
6. The ultimate alloaable shear stress for the curved web is then given by 
with the restriction that the ultimate allowable shear stress shall not, exceed 0.38 
times the material ultimate allowable tensile stress. 
7. The above procedure is iterated until the estimated allowable shear stress is equal 
to that calculated. 
Sizing to preclude shear panel buckling for the "1.0 g Cruise-Panel Stability Critical" 
condition is outlined below. For this design condition the internal pressure is either zero 
9r 10.78 psi depending upon the panel location. When the pressure is zero, simply 
supported edges are assumed and the panel buckling stress is given by 
where Ks = 5.25. When the internal pressure is 10.78 psi, 
1. Cla;,lped edges are assumed from which Ks = 8.85 
2. An additional capability resulting from the stabilizing pressure is added. With 
p , ~ , . ( ~ / t ) 2  and dib enter figure 4-16 and obtain AC,. The panel buckling stress is 
then given by 
The panel buckling stress given by either of the above equations should not exceed 45% 
of the material ultimate allowable tensile stress FTu. 
Integrally Machined Skin-Stringer 
For this concept. shown in figure 2-19, the Ti6A1-4V skins are machined with 
longitudinal tabs (short unflanged stiffeners). Angle stiffeners are subsequently welded 
to these longitudinal tabs. The upper and lower fuselage centerline panels have the 
stiffeners welded to alterv- te tabs, while the fuselage side panels have stiffeners welded 
to each tab. 
Tab and stringer spacings selected were the result of local panel stringer spacing 
optimization as well as the , .*ctical requirements associated with the required stringer 
continuity along the length of the fuselage. 
Sizing the ultimate tension loads is based on 
where 
Ag = gross area (skin, tab and stringer) 
b = stringer spacing 
t = nominal skin gage 
R = fuselage radius 
KNA = net area efficiency factor 
d = frame spacing 
Nt = ultimate tensile load intensity 
Sizing for compression loads is discussed in this paragraph. The post-buckled strength of 
the compression panels was less than the buckling strength. Therefore, the ultimate 
strength was established as  the buckling strength and the "1.0 g Cruise-Panel Stability 
Critical" design condition was necessarily satisfied. The sizing analysis then proceeded 
in the following steps: 
1. For the trial section established, the unflanged tab was evaluated for adequacy by 
the tab criterion s h ~ w n  in figure 4-17. 
2. Next the crippling strength F,., for each element (including the skin segments 
between the tab and stringers) of the repeating section is determined from curvr 3 
similar to those of figure 4-9. 
3. The section crippling strength is then calculated as the area-weighted average of 
the n elements of the repeating section. 
4. Then calculate the monr. ,t of incrtia of the repeating section (tab, skin segments 
and stringer) about its centroidal axis. 
5.  The section radius of gyration is then calculated from the section area 
and moment of inertia. 
6. Assuming pinned ends a t  3djacent frames, the slenderness ratio of the section is 
determined as the frame spacing divided by the section radius of gyration. 
7. With the slenderness ratio and the section crippling stress enter the normalized 
Johnson-Euler curves of figure 4-10 and dekrmine the allowable column stress of 
the section. 
8. The allowable column stress is then compared to the minimum element crippling 
stress FCci. The lower value is selected as  the allowable compressive stress of the 
section. In general, the optimum design existed when the allowable column stress 
equaled the minimum element crippling stress and the latter was for the skin 
segment. 
When sizing the integrally machined skin-stringer panels for shear loads, i t  was 
considered necessary to preclude panel buckling prior to ultimate load. While no 
experimental evidence was available, i t  was hypothesized that unequal tangential load 
components from the diagonal tension in adjacent panels would result in a torsional 
instability failure of the stringer. With this premise, the analysis proceeded a s  below: 
1. Based on the buckling equations Fs = ~ E , ( t / d ) ~  with the buckling coefficient K 
taken as 4.9, the minimum skin gage requirement is formulated as 
where the reduced modulus E, =- 
2. The minimum stiffener moment of inertia i s  based on the criterion from 
NASA TM 602 
where 
Taking the value of c as 8.125 for simply ~llpported edges, introducing the reduced 
modulus E, =L'E,,.~ ETW,,,, and in accordance with Boeing design practice 
incorporating an additional factor of safety of 1.5 on the required stiffener moment ~f 
inertia, the minimum stiffenrr momem of inertia is given by 
Titanium Honeycomb Sandwich 
This section outlines the procedures used to size the  aluminum brazed t i tanium 
honeycomb sandwich fuselage panels. Except for local areas, the core used was SC 4-20 
which has a density of 5.0 pcf. This core has a 114-inch square cell formed from a foil 
having a thickness of 0.0020 inch. The core was oriented within the sandwich panels so 
the ribbon direction is paral!el to the longitudinal axis of the  fuselage. 
Compressive intracell buckling was check by 
where b is the diameter of a n  inscribed circle within the cell, K,. = r213(1 - = 3.62 
and t i s  the thickness of the thinner face sheet. 
Shear intracell buckling was checked by 
where b and t a re  a s  defined above and Ks = 5.35[~'/12(1 - p 2 b ]  = 4.53. Compressive 
face wrinkling was evaluated using the equation 
where 
= (3Et+E,)1/3, Kir= 0.6, GL is the modulus of rigidity of the core in a plane 
parallel to the ribbon direction. E is the compressive modulus of elasticity for the 
core for loads normal to the plane of the core. 
Face wr~nkl ing  under shear loading was checked by the equation 
Shear crimping failure of the core under compressive end loading was checked by 
where N,, is the critical compressive load intensity, c is the core thickness, d is the 
distance between face sheet centroids and GL is  the core modulus of rigidity previously 
defined. 
The titanium honeycomb sandwich panels were checked for general instability under 
compressive end loads a s  a flat, wide-column with ends assumed pinned a t  the 
supporting frames. The applicable formula is 
where E, = 2EE14E + Et) and other symbols are  a s  previously defined. The panels were 
checked for general instability under shear loading a s  a curved s!~ear panel with 
isotropic faces, i.e., 
where Kps = (GL + G ~ ~ ) l 2 ,  G, = 2GGt/(tl+ tz), and other notztion is as  previously 
defined above. Ks, the buckling coefficient for simply supported rnrved shear panels, 
was read from figure 4-18 wherein the applicable aspect ratio was taken as  that of a 
cylinder. 
The fuselage centerlint. panels were checked for the combined effects of uniaxial 
longitudinal tensile end load and the applicable internal pressure. 
STRUCTURAL CONCEPTS WEIGHT ANALYSIS 
The wing skin panels, wing spars, and body shell were chosen as  components for 
evaluation because they have a major impact on the structural airframe weight. For 
each of these components, control puirrts have beer] chosen on the wing and body. At 
these representative locations loads and environmental conditions were established 
from the 969-336C documentation. For each control location the baseline structure from 
the 969-336C was established and each alternate concept developed was designed to the 
same set of baseline conditions. The establishment of specimen configurations was a 
compromise, and i~rcluded as many edge member and joint details as possible within the 
time limitations of the study. It  should be recognized, however, t ha t  a total major 
component weight can only be accurate1 obtained by a complete design and analysis of 
all joints and components involved. The concept specimen weight represents a n  
indicator of the  relative effectiveness of various concepts, however, these cannot be 
extrapolated to f i~ ld  total weight differences betweell concepts for major airframe 
components. 
WING PANEL WEIGHT ANALYSIS 
Figure 2-1 identifies the locations and design conditions for the wing panel control 
points 249. 269, and 431. At each of these locations a control specimen was designed in 
detail for each s:ructural concept. Figure 2-4 shows a typical example. The control 
specimen in each case was 12 inches in span and half the spar  spacing wide. The total 
weight of each specimen was calculated and reduced to a n  average weight per square 
foot for comparative purposes. 
Figure 4-19 shows the relative weight per square foot for each of the specimens without 
any thermal insulation provisions. Point 249 represents a I~gh t ly  loaded portion of the 
wing designed by refuel overpressure. Stresskin and aluminum brazed honeycomb were 
the only viable conteniers in this minimum gage portion nf the structure. The stresskin 
is slightly lighter than the brazed honeycomb. The upper skin panels a t  points 269 and 
431 are  designed b> biaxial compression plus shear .  In each of these cases. the 
aluminum brazed honeycomb is  the  minimum weight configuration, followed by the 
integrally machined and welded concept. The lower surface panel a t  point 269 is critical 
for the tension plus shear condition. The stresskin design is the lightest. with the 
integrally machined and welded panel being second. The lower surface panel a t  point 
431 is likewise critical for tension plus shear.  The integrally machined and welded 
concept is lightest, followed by the aluminum brazed titanium honeycomb sandwich. 
WING SPAR WEICHT ANALYSIS 
Spar configurations, a s  shown in figures 2-5. 2-6. 2-14 through 2-17. have been designed 
and analyzed for points 248, 269 and 431. At each location a total specimen weight has 
been calculated end reduced to a weight per linear-foot of spar length for comparative 
purposes. Figure 4-20 shows the spar weight summary. At each of the locations 
evaluated, the welded sine wave configuration represents the lightest structural 
a r r angemen t ,  followed by t h e  shee t  s t i f fen;  - concepts ,  with t h e  honcycor,~b 
arrangements the least efficient. The welded configuration is the lightest of the shcct 
stiffener concepts followed closely by the machined extrusion and riveted sheet stiffener 
configurat ions.  Previous SST  s tudies  have  establ ished t h a t  hole a n d  bracket  
reinforcements in the  welded sine wave construction, greatly reduce the  weight 
efficiency and increase !he complexity. This indicates that  the q u a n t ~ t y  of systems 
routing penetrations ir. various portions of the wing is a consideration in the final 
choice of spar concept. 
BODY SKIN PANEL WEIGHT ANALYSIS 
Figure 4-21 shows the  four sections along t h e  body a t  which ten control points haw 
been established. Three bod:; s t ructural  concepts i n c l u d i ~ g  stiffened shee t ,  integral;y. 
stiffened skin.  and  honeycomb sat ,dwich have been designed in detail f.)r t h e  baseline 
s t ructural  loads and environments; conditions a t  t h e  ten control point locations. The  
aluminum brazed t i tanium honevcomb shown i n  figure 2-18 for body application is  a 
typical examplr.. The total weight of each panel :pecimen was calculated and  reduced to 
a n  average weight per square  foot for comparative purpc. 2s. 
A summary of the  resulting weights for t h e  three  body s t ructural  concept. s given in 
figure 4-21. The brzzed t i tanium honeycomb concept is slightly l ighter t h a n  ,he riveted 
sheet  stiffen^: a t  t h e  forward body section where the  loads a r e  relativeiy low and  a t  
isolated loc?,~ons critical for compression. In nearly all  of the  more heavily loaded body 
sections tt.e sheet stiffener is very competitive with the  brazed honeycomb un i t  weights. 
The  integrally machined sheet stiffener panels were consistently heavier t h a n  other 
s t ructural  arrangements .  
MAXUFACTURING PRODUCIBILITY ANI, MATERIAL COST ANALYSIS 
Each of thc  s t ructural  concepts has  been evaluated for manufacturing producibility ~ n d  
compared to a base:ine s t ructural  concept for complexity. The baseline arrangements  
have arbitrarily been rated a t  100 and i ~ c r e a s i n g  complexity is  given a n  increasing 
number.  For example. a configuration which was  evaluated to be twice a s  difficult to 
fabricate a s  the baseline would be rated 200. The following evaluation ground rules 
were used ior the  stud.;. 
Assume a productinn program of 200 airplanes 
Engineering go-ahcad for thta program is  1975 
Capital facilities and ~ l a n t  eauiprnent. raw mater ia ls  and manufacturing and  
inspect ion orocesses  d r v c l o p m c n t  r e q u i r e m e n  . a r e  exc luded  f rom t h e  
manufacturing producibility ratings 
The  wing panels have gentle compound contours 
Ratings g ~ v e  cons~derat ion to both nonrecurring and  recurring requir.tments for 
in-house Botling effort 
WING PANEL PRODUCIBILITY RATINGS 
The  wing pancl producibility ratings for each s t ructural  concept is given In table 4-1 
with th;. corrugatcld core sandwrch 71sed a s  a baseline and  rated a s  100. The concept 
complex it it.^ rangen from the Icast complex of 54 for sheet stiffener to 189 for brazed 
steel.  A pattern to thc  producrbility ratings can be obsprved Those conccbpts made by 
conventronal prnctlces inc.ludrng machining. forming, and r ivr t ing arc. ratc~d most 
favorable. 'rhost. conccbpts utilizing wcklding for assembly tend to ' J t a  of intt1rmc:diat.e 
complexity. Configurations requiring brazing tend to be t he  most complex because of the 
close fit up requirements as  well as complexity of the brazing process. 
WING SPAR PRODUCIBILITY RATINGS 
The wing spar producibility ratings a re  shown i?  table 4-2. The riveted sheet stiffener 
construction is used as a baseline for reference -.id given a pmducibility rating of 100. 
The alternate types of construction tend to follow the same complexity trends noted for 
the wing panels. The simplicity of riveted sheet stiffener gives i t  the best producibility 
rating, foliowed by the welded concepts, with the brazed concepts being rated the most 
complex. One notable exception to the trend is the sheet stiffenei machined extrusion 
configuration. This configuration is made by conventional processes, machining and 
riveting. but is rated more complex than  some welded configurations b e c a v s ~  cf the 
extensive machining r e q ~ ~ i r e d .  The minimum extrusion gage of .44 inch requires that  
every surface of both stiffeners and web be extensiveiy machined. 
BODY PANEL PRODUCIBILITY RATINGS 
The pattern of body structural co~:.,nt produribility ratings is similar to the wing panel 
and spar evaluation. The prodcc spread shown in table 4-3 ranges froin 100 for 
the baselinc. riveted sheet stifleiar <cncept to 280 for cnrrugated core sandwich. The 
baseline s h ~ e t  stiffener arrangement utilizes zachined ski:.; and formed sheet metal 
stiffeners. Another sheet stiffener configuratiotr, ~ * t ~ l i z i n g  machined skins and machined 
extrusion3 for stiffeners. is rated a t  158. The procucibility r ~ i i n g  of 380 for corrugated 
core sandv,ich is due to thl :wnplex compound contozr forming required for the core 
fabrication and tc the vteldirlg fit up requirements for these body skin panels 
MATERIAL COST ANALYSIS 
This analysij  was initiated lo find the impact of the various fabrication processes 
utilized in the structural concept desigcs or. material costs. Figure 4-22 sh0:c.s the range 
of minimum (cross-hatched) and maxinrrim material cost.,lb of finished part for each 
construction type. Zxcept for aluminurr bldzed titanium body panels 2. r ;  the stresskin 
wing panels. the material cost Ib of finish6.d part falls within a relatively !barrow band. 
The wide range of material cost on the hod) skin panels IS due to the cxtensivcb gage 
change required on long body skim. The initial material gage must be adequate for the 
heaviest splice joint and In many cases IS tapered to a m i - ~ i m  .m gege section. This 
extensive taper on relative!;. t h ~ n  gages m e m s  a high percent of total metal removal. 
which irrcr~ases the i.iaterial cost Ib of finished part. The high cost pe r lb  ,,f finished 
part for stresskin is c a u ~ c d  by the extensive fabrication processes involved in the spo: 
welding assemb!y of t h r  honeycomb by the subcontractor before the  m a t ~ r i a l  is 
purchased. 
In the selectian of constructio7 tyDeS for the 969-512B it would not appear tha t  the 
cost:ib of finished part would bt. a inajor i:lfluencing factor in conr2pt selection with the 
exception of brazed body skin . +ntli.i and the application ut~;iziiip stresskin. 
STRUCTURAL CONCEPTS EVALUATION AND SELECTION 
The wing and body structural concepts have been evaluated on the basis of critical 
characteristics, and selections have been made. The structural concepts selected from 
the evaluation were reviewed for application to the 969-512B. For the most part the 
selection was based on the formal evaluation; however. in a few locations overriding 
practical requirements necessitated a structural configuration other than that  selected 
through the evaluation process. 
EVALUATION CRITERIA 
T'le initicl screening of structural concepts considered the following ground rules: 
No structural concept was evaluated sn i ch  had a major defect which prevented i t  
from being a competitive candidate in all major requirements. 
Structural recommendations have been revised from the  theoretical evaluation 
recommendations when overriding practical requirements dictate a particular 
construction type. 
Candidate s tructural  types evaluated have been selected based on previous 
natinqal SS'I eva1uati:)n experienc-. 
The structural ron-epts evaluation utilized a rating system which considered the 
characteristics of weight. manufacturing complexity. stiffness. maintenance, fatigue 
IDFR). fail safety. thermal conductance. and mat. rial cost. As seen in tables 5-4 
thror~gi, 4-7. a rating factcr was selected for each characteristic from a range of 0 to 100 
(very poor to -cry good) based on the concept's merit relative to a baseline w\ich was 
arbitrarily given 50 C'tmstruction types were screened through several levels of 
evaluation. Each level of etraluation considered a different characteristic s tar t ing with 
the most it,~portant r weight) and continuing in a descending order of importance to the 
lo\ est I material cost ). Starting with two or three candidates from the firkt screening 
level. the best were evalgated through enough levels to establish a superior candidate. 
The symbols are for thos- concepts selected to carry through to another level of 
evaluation until a superior candidate is established which is noted by . 
CONCEPTS EVALUATED 
Structural concepts have been evaluated a t  three locations on the wing and :our body 
stations (ten locations). i'hose concepts which were evaluated are  shown in table 4-8. It 
should be pointed out that  Stresskin was eliminated from consideration because of 
unacceptable risks due to manufacturing and durability. The problem of designing and 
manufacturing an  acceptable edge attachment on the Stresskin panels was cever 
satisfactorily resolved during the National SST Program. in spite of considerable 
enginewing effort. Also, the use of spot welding of the core and face sheets raised the 
question of durability that has never been satisfwtorily answered. Boeing's expe r i e~c t  
with spot weld! in titanium has beer very unsatisfactorv. 
SCREENING ANALYSIS 
The detailed evaluation analjrvie for selection of structural concepts i s  shown in the 
following tabular charts: 
Table No. Component Location 
4-4 Wing Upper Surface Panel 269 UPR 
Wing ower Surface Pan:; 269 L\ 'R 
4-5 Wing Upper Surface Panel 431 UPR 
Wing Lower Surface Panel 431 LWR 
4-6 Wing Spar 
4-7 Body Panel Structure Control Points 
(1) through : 10) 
STRUCTURAL CONCEPT SELECTION FOR THE 969-512B (1975 Technology) 
The results of the concept evaluation and final structural selectian are shown in table 
4-9 and figure 4-23. I t  should be noted that  the structural recommendation for 
application to the 969-512B is not always the same as  the evaluation selection. Whrn 
this occurs. the reason for deviation is given in table 4-9. 
4-1 Mach 2.7 Fixed Wing S S T  Alod~l 969-336C (SCA4T-15F~. Boeing document 
D6A11666-1, July 11, 1969. 
4-2 Johnson, J. H , Jr.,  "Critical Buckling Stresses ~ ~ 1 '  Simply Supported Flat 
Rectangular Plates Under Combined Longitudinal Compressi~n, Transverse 
Compression and ~hear ' . ' ~ourna l  of the Aeronautical Sciences. June 1954. p. 41 
4-3 Gerard, G. and Becker. H., Handbook of Structural Stability, Purts I-VII,  NACA 
TN 3781-3786. NASA TN D- I62 ( 1957-1 359). 
4-4 Gerard, G.. "Minimum Weight Analysis of Orthotropic Pla tes  Under 
Compressive Loadinr" ' -811 rnal of t h ~  A~rcnauttral  Sciences, January 1960, 
pp. 21-26 and 64. 
4-5 Nickell, E. and Crawford. R.. "Optimum Stiffened Cylinders Subjected to a 
Uniform Hydrostatic Pressure," Paper 578Fd'repared for Society of Automotive 
Engineers Meeting. October 1962. 
4-6 Libove, C. and Hubka, R. E.. Plastic Constants for Corrugated Core Sandwich 
Plates. NACA TN 2289. February 1951. 
4-7 Bruhn. E. F.. "Analysis and Design of Flight Vehicle Structures." Tri-State 
Offset Co.. January 1965. 
4-8 Joanides. J. C.. "Structural Development of Resistance Welded Corrugated 
Sandwich Construct ion,"  Nor th  American Tes t  Report  NA59-156, 
December 1959. 
4-9 Lundquist. E. E. and Stowell. E. Z.. Critical Compressive Stress for Flat 
Rectangular Plates Supported Along All Edges and Elastically Restrained 
Against Rotation Along the Unloaded Edges, NACA Report No. 733. March 1941. 
4-10 Anderson. M. S., Lotal Instabr1it.y of  the Elements of  a Truss-Core Sandwich 
Plate. NASA TN-4292 .  Langley Aeronautical Laboratory. Langley Field, 
Virginia, Ju ly  1958. 
4-11 Corrugated Shear  Web Allowables. p. 3-1-50-1. North American Aviation. Inc., 
Structures Manual. April 12, 1962. 
Table 4-1.- Wing Panel Producibility Ratings 
) Baseline 
(2) Boeing in-house effort  only 
Wlng skins 
Riveted T i  
Machined and welded 
(long stiffeners) 
Machlned and welded 
(X-sect stiffener) 
Corrugated core 
Integrally stiffened 
Stresskin 
A! brazed T i  H!C 
Brazed steel H IC 
Table 4-2. -Wing Spar Producibility Ratings 
Rating 
5 4  
8 4  
94 
loo(1)  
125 
1 3 0 ( ~ )  
179 
189 
)Baseline 
Table 4-3. - B o d  Pariel Producibility Rat~ngs 
Wing spars 
Riveted web and st~ffener 
S ~ n e  wave 
Machined and welded web stiffener 
Extruded web-stiffener 
A l  brazed H C 
(double upr and Iwr chord) 
A l  brazed HIC 
(single upr and Iwr chord) 
Brazed steel H/C 
(double upr dnd Iwr chord) 
Brazed steel H/C 
(single upr and Iwr chord) 
Rating 
loo(1)  
157 
I 67 
170 
276 
2e9 
350 
374 
Body 5tructure 
Rlveted sktri str (sheet) 
Rtveted sk1n:s:r ( m a c h ~ n ~ d )  
Welded sklri,st~ffener 
Brazed TI H. C 
(alterndte no  1 ) (f~stt,ned frame) 
Corrugat:d core sandwlch 
Rat~ny  
1 00(') 
158 
172 
365 
380 
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Table 4-5.-Structural Concept Evaluation, Wing Skin Panels, Point 431 
Carry through L J  another level 
A superlor ~dnd tdd te  IS established on  bar15 of factors considered 
Component 
I Upr 
surface 
Component 
L w r  
surface 
l tem 
Weight 
M fg 
complexity 
Stiffness 
Maintaln 
Fatigue 
(DFR)  
Fail safety 
Thermal 
conductance 
Materlal cost 
l tem 
Welght 
Mfg 
complextty 
Stiffness 
k la~nta ln 
Fattgue 
(DFR) 
Fatl safety 
Thermal 
conductance 
Matertal cost 
Rating 
range 
0-100 
A 
I 
0-100 
Ratlng 
rdnge 
0-100 
1 
? 
0-100 
Baseline 
(corr core 
sandwir . I )  
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
Baseline 
(corr core 
sandwich) 
Ed 50
50 
50 
50 
50 
A1 brazed 
T i  H/C 
Sheet 
stiff 
T i  
30 
Sheet 
st i f f  
T i  
38 
Brazed 
steel 
H /C 
Integrally 
mach and weld 
sheet-stiff 
4 
55 
Integrally 
mach and weld 
sheet-stif f 
E l  
El 1 
a 
A l  brazed 
TI H/C 
@ 
58 
Integral1 y 
mach 
waffle 
20 
Integrally 
mach 
waffle 
47 
4 7 
Brazed 
steel 
H /C 
17 
Table 4-6. -Structural Concept Evaluation, Wing Spar 
Carry through to another level 
A superior candtdate IS  establ~shei , .IS of factors cons~dered 
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Comprenion Panel 
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Figure 4-5. -COI Shear Moclulus 
Temperature, 'F 
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Figure 4- 7. -Shear Flow Correcticn Factor 
Figure 4-8 -Corrugated Web, Spar Configuratio~, 
One edge free 
TI-6AI-4V (MI L-T-9046) 
Annealed 
Sheet and plate 
Figlire 4-9 --Conlpressive Cripplilrg of Forn~erl  Sections 
Figure 4- 10. - Nornialized Johnson- Euler Curves 
Figure 4- 1 1  dr~r : i l~ng Stress Cnefflcler?t, K,:, for U~il~ressrlr~rr?tl Corvc.t/ P,j/tels 
Srll)jec:teri tri AxlCfl Cortipresslorl 
Figure 4- 72.-Increase in Axial-Compressive Buckling Stress of Curved Panels 
Due to Internal Pressure 
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Figure 4- 14. -Allowable Gross Area Web Shear Stress (Without Curvature Correction) 
*frame A = 0.3 tanh 7 + 0.1 tanh - bt 
Figure 4- 15. -Correction for Allowable Ultimate Shear Stress in Curved Webs 
Figure 4-.16.-Increase In Shear Buckling Stress of Curved Panels Due to Internal Pressure 
Figure 4- 17. -Tab Criterion 
(Valid for C( = 0.32 only) 
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Figure 4- 18. -Buckling Ctie f ficients for Sin1ply Supporter1 Curved She; . Pa/ie/s 
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